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Abstract 
Past market studies (Lavoie, 2008; Fell et al., 2006; Robichaud, 2003; Eastin et al., 2001) have shown 
that wood is increasingly threatened by replacement materials such as concrete, wood plastic composites 
and steel. It is within this context that this project sought to estimate market shares and explain material 
preferences of homeowners in decking, floor and wall applications. Issues of environmental performance 
of materials as well as influence of communication media were also addressed. Fifty (50) respondents 
from the top 20 metropolitan construction areas were surveyed yielding a total of one thousand 
respondents. The originality of this project largely lies in the fact that results can be analyzed at small-
scale as opposed to the four region approach most construction data employs. 
 
A significant proportion of North American homes (40%) have decks. Most of them are built using 
treated lumber (55%). Wood plastic composites, the key threat to wood products, have yet to capture 10% 
of the market. Yet, based on homeowners’ preferences for next deck surfacing products, wood plastic 
composites are in position to increase their market shares to 38%. Some cities, such as Washington, 
Philadelphia, Las Vegas and Denver, have anticipated market shares equal or above the 50% mark. 
Consequently, wood plastic products are in a position to gain ground (over treated lumber and other non-
treated wood alternatives) in decks. Strength/structural integrity and durability/low maintenance are two 
attributes on which they perform well. Incidentally, these two attributes are also those that homeowners 
look for the most in decking products.  
 
Wood floors (over basements or crawl spaces) represent the majority of floors (51%) currently built in the 
US. Current concrete (mainly slabs) market share stands at 37%. Attributes most sought by homeowners 
are strength/structural integrity, durability/low maintenance as well as lower energy bills. Despite the fact 
that perceptions of durability and strength remain challenges for wood floors, it appears they will acquire 
10% market shares in future floors built in the US. Key assets of wood products include lower energy 
bills, ability to make repairs, warmth in winter and comfortable to walk/sit on. It is possible that 
affordability issues will stimulate the expansion of wood products in floors. This may be an indication 
that there are region/climate specific opportunities for wood products. Yet, it is likely that concrete floors 
will maintain or increase their shares in most markets of the South region (where they are mostly built) 
based on homebuilders’ influence on material selection.  
 
Market shares for wood products in wall applications suggested that homeowners were generally 
uninterested by wall material selection. This manifested itself in potential added shares for alternative 
techniques such as insulated concrete forms and structural insulated panels. 
 
One of the key outcomes of this project consists in the data collected on perceptions of environmental 
merit of building materials. In short: 
 

 Wood’s environmental assets (green, renewable, recyclable, etc.) continue to be shadowed by 
concerns of regeneration/scarcity of the material.  

 
 Steel is seen as being equally recyclable as wood. It is seen as a durable material.  

 
 Concrete is viewed as the best material to ensure low energy costs. This is an attribute 

homeowners currently rate very highly. 
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 The impact of materials on greenhouse gas emissions is not a salient/tangible concept in the 

minds of homeowners. It is likely to gain in importance as green building standards and 
knowledge of environmental impact of product on a lifecycle basis develops.  

 
 Energy efficiency/costs issues (more than any other environmental issue) are important for 

homeowners. Following structural issues (durability and strength), homeowners are giving 
significant consideration to energy efficiency. It is the most important complaint homeowners 
have about their current house. Unfortunately, wood is supplanted by concrete on the energy issue 
in floor applications.  

 
Respondents were asked to identify the information sources that influence them the most in their material 
selection decisions. The top five communication media identified are (in order) physical examples, 
neighbours/friends/relatives, home center staff, TV shows/DIY network and internet/websites. The results 
suggest complementary promotion and communication strategies should be evaluated by the wood 
products industry. 
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1 Introduction 
Most of the construction data available today is organized in three (or four) US regions. This information 
is useful as it provides a quantitative point of reference to compare practices or materials used in a 
specific region. However, past qualitative studies (e.g. focus groups) involving builders and homeowners 
have revealed that there are significant differences in building practices within the same geographic 
region. This has prompted many observers of the construction/real estate industry to state that all 
construction is local in nature. This is surprising considering the recent emergence of national builders 
operating multiple branches across the US. Contacts with employees of large construction companies 
have confirmed the large degree of decentralized decisions which characterize their respective 
organizations. It is likely that this will change overtime as efficiencies of scale are one of the main means 
allowing large builders to make profits (another one is land development). As a result, studying current 
construction practices on a regional basis represents valuable information for the Canadian wood products 
industry.  
 
Substitution of wood products by alternative materials (e.g. concrete) is a well documented trend within 
North American organizations involved with wood products (Lavoie, 2008. WPC, 2005.). Market 
conditions have converged to affect wood market shares in structural applications negatively. Over the 
eight years spanning the 1997-2005 period, concrete has gained 2% market share in walls and 10% in 
floors. These percentages, despite the fact that they may seem small (i.e. mostly in the case of walls) 
represent a significant proportion of the market especially given the overall state of the US construction 
industry. It is expected that these trends have continued to accelerate in recent years. It is therefore critical 
to understand the many regional causes to a phenomenon which affects the industry in different ways.  
 
 

2 Objectives 
The objectives for this project were to: 
 

• Determine regional market shares of wood products in selected structural applications 
• Identify regional preferences for next purchases in selected structural applications 
• Gain a greater understanding of the causes of wood substitution in selected structural applications 
• Document perceptions of environmental performance of wood, concrete and steel 

 
 

3 Background 
Although wood continues to be the main framing material used in North America, it is increasingly being 
threatened by concrete, steel and wood plastic composites (Lavoie, 2008.; Fell et al., 2006; Robichaud, 
2003.; Eastin et al, 2001.). It is estimated that wood has lost 10% market shares in floors and 2% in walls 
to concrete between 1997 and 2005 (Lavoie. 2008).1 This substitution mostly occurred in the South 
Atlantic and West South Central regions. Figure 1 illustrates that floor surface built in the US between 
1997 and 2005 increased from 2.1 billion ft2 to roughly 3.8 billion ft2 for a net increase of 1.7 billion ft2. 

                                                      
1 Market share losses in walls occurred between 1998 and 2005.  
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This additional surface was almost evenly distributed between wood and concrete. Compared to 1997, 
wood was used to build 835 million ft2 of floor surface while concrete made up the difference with an 
additional 860 million ft2.  
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Figure 1 Material use in US floor construction 1997-2005 
Source: Lavoie. 2008. 
 
A seemingly less drastic substitution phenomenon was observed in wall construction (Figure 2). 
However, because walls use 14 times more lumber and 6 times more panels than floors, any substitution 
in walls will have a significantly more adverse effect on the wood products industry. To illustrate this, it 
is estimated that 1.3 billion board feet and 0.8 billion ft2 of panels would be needed to convert all 
concrete walls built in the US in 2005 (14% market share) to wood. Conversely, 2.1 billion board feet of 
lumber and 2.2 billion ft2 of panels would have been required to convert all concrete floors built in the 
US in 2005. 
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Figure 2 Material use in US wall construction 1998-2005 
Source: Lavoie. 2008. 
 
Hence, wood substitution is a significant trend from the wood products industry’s perspective. Lavoie 
(2008) documented the causes of wood market share losses in walls and floors. They include the 
following: 
 

• Builder perceptions of cost and speed of delivery 
• Homebuyer perceptions sell-ability and of wood framed housing 
• Builders’ and others’ familiarity with building techniques and materials 
• Building code promoting concrete use at the expense of other materials 
• Insurance coverage/premiums related to mould, decay and moisture concerns 
• Termite and insect concerns 
• Fire concerns 
• Perceptions of energy efficiency, insulation and the thermal mass effect 
• Perceptions of green building and environmental sustainability 

 
Wood substitution is also happening in outdoor structures. Recent data shows wood plastic composite 
products have gained market shares in decks and porches at the expense of wood. Composite products 
were used to build 17% of decks built in the US in 2006. They represent less than 10% of all Canadian 
decks built in the same year (WPC. 2009.). Substitution for composite products affects porches more 
severely. It is reported that 20% to 25% of all porches built in North America in 2006 were made from 
composite materials. Roughly 50% of porches were built using wood products (treated and untreated 
combined). Landscape walls are mostly built using concrete/stone. Fencing still belongs to wood (70% 
and 80%).  
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Table 1 Material use in outdoor structures in 2006 (in thousand board feet and thousand 
board feet equivalent) 
Deck surfaces US % Canada % 
Lumber 852 906 74% 231 619 83%
Wood plastic composites 202 304 17% 24 920 9%
PVC/vinyl/fiberglass 101 227 9% 20 872 8%
TOTAL 1 156 437   277 411   
          
Porch surfaces US % Canada % 
Lumber 232 178 49% 32 612 57%
Plastics and composites 94 220 20% 14 485 25%
Concrete/brick/stone 145 904 31% 10 201 18%
TOTAL 472 302   57 298   
          
Fencing US % Canada % 
Wood 1 563 716 80% 216 891 70%
Metal 535 941 28% 58 274 19%
Plastics and composites 179 990 9% 25 197 8%
Other 67 842 3% 7 832 3%
TOTAL 1 946 155   308 194   
          
Landscape walls US % Canada % 
Wood 382 438 16% 97 600 33%
Concrete 950 748 40% 103 660 35%
Others 1 019 697 43% 98 023 33%
TOTAL 2 352 883   299 283   

Source : WPC.2009. 
 
One of the key issues raised by the previously cited data and trends is the amount of influence 
homebuyers have on material selection. A study performed by Lavoie et al. (2005) suggests that 
consumer have very little influence on building techniques and structural materials used in construction. 
Indeed, the latter study helped show that positive attitudes towards prefabrication rarely translate in actual 
preferences towards panelized and modular construction. This situation has resulted in stable market 
shares (roughly 15%) for the past decade (USITC, 2003; Robichaud et al., 2005). Hence, it is possible 
that much of material and building technique specification is done by builders. 
 
In the same study (Lavoie et al., 2005), most homeowners indicated that quality of construction played a 
key role in determining their preferred construction method (Lavoie et al., 2005). Other important factors 
included familiarity with construction methods presented to them as well as price, 
flexibility/customizability, durability, structural integrity and prestige. The report concludes by suggesting 
that homebuilders may have more influence than consumers on building method selection. If this is the 
case, then homebuilder business constraints such as waste generated onsite, operating efficiencies, speed 
of installation, timely delivery, etc. (Robichaud et al., 2002; Robichaud and Lefaix-Durand, 2004.) could 
be the main driver for material selection in structural applications such as walls and floors. 
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Fell and Gaston (2001) shows that durability and maintenance requirements are key variables in deck 
purchasing decisions. A follow-up study showed consumers were willing to pay price premiums for 
decking products they expected to last longer even if the latter required periodic maintenance (Thomas et 
al., 2004.; Gaston and Fell, 2006.). Demographic segmentation showed that several differences exist with 
the population studied. For instance, multi-family homeowners showed preferences for radius edge 
decking made from naturally durables species. These homeowners represent a market segment receptive 
to high-end products that look and feel natural and have a low environmental impact. Similarly, women 
differed from men in that they were less price-sensitive, had higher service expectations, looked more for 
easy to install products and were more interested by materials with low environmental impact. These 
observations suggest the existence of market segments that are receptive to specialty products.  
 
A study looking at lesser-used species revealed that demographics played a major role in species 
preferences (Fell, 2002.). For instance, respondents living in cities liked a wider range of species than 
suburban respondents. By contrast, suburbanites were generally more drawn to looks described as warm 
or classic. Men tended to be interested by more diverse species than women who gravitated towards one 
or two species. A subsequent study (Fell, 2004.) showed that ‘wood colour is the best predictor of 
consumer preference’. In doing so, this demonstrated that the lightness variable is considerably more 
important that redness/greenness and yellowness/blueness. Consumers look for products that are authentic 
and natural.  
 
A survey of consumers (Fell et al., 2005.) showed that 93% of homeowners value seeing wood in visual 
applications in interior environments. Most visible wood is light in colour. Kitchens, in particular, have 
70% of all visible wood that is considered light. This proportion is much lower in living and dining 
rooms. Furniture has a tendency to have a dark finish. Finish attributes that were most valued by 
consumers were real wood, colour (of finish) and style. These results suggest consumers have difficulty 
evaluating finishing without thinking about this finish is applied to. 
 
The following study probes some of the issues covered in the literature in greater depth from the 
perspective of homeowners. Emphasis was put on preferences for next purchases as well as 
environmental perceptions of materials in order for the results to be used as the basis of an industry 
sponsored communication campaign promoting increased wood use in walls, floors and decks. A regional 
(i.e. metro) approach was identified as significant value to such a communication effort. 
 
 

4 Method 
A questionnaire discussing current material usage, preferences and perceptions was initially designed. It 
was reviewed and discussed with peers at NAHB (National Homebuilders Association) and APA – The 
Engineered Wood Association. The questionnaire was then administered using a panel in which 
respondents were prequalified. Fifty (50) homeowners were surveyed in each of the top 20 US 
metropolitan areas based on 2006 housing starts, thus yielding a total of 1,000 completed questionnaires. 
The metropolitan areas surveyed in this study are presented on Figure 3. 
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Figure 3 Metropolitan areas surveyed 
 
A database was created to analyze the data using a specialized statistical package for social sciences 
(SPSS). The data for the whole population was analyzed using standard error data. Comparisons between 
metropolitan areas were done using analysis of variance (ANOVA) and chi-square tests when relevant. 
LSD post hoc tests (using confidence level 0.05 (or 0.01 in some cases)) were performed to identify 
statistical differences between metro areas. Only the most important differences are highlighted within 
this report. In short, other significant differences exist, but were omitted from the report for the sake of 
clarity and presentation of a straightforward argument. All differences are highlighted in Appendices II 
and III. 
 
 

5 Staff 
Patrick Lavoie – Researcher – Markets and Economics Group (FPInnovations – Forintek Division) 
Francois Robichaud – Researcher – Markets and Economics Group (FPInnovations – Forintek Division) 
Chris Gaston – Group leader – Markets and Economics Group (FPInnovations – Forintek Division) 
Craig Adair – Director Market Research (APA) 
Kevin Tilley – Market Research Manager (NAHB) 
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6 Results 
A total of 1,000 respondents from 20 US metropolitan areas (50 per city) answered the questionnaire. 
Roughly two thirds (67%) of the sample are women. The average age of respondents was 54 years old. 
More than three quarters of respondents (76%) live in single-family houses. An additional 12% lived in 
condominiums or townhouses. Finally, 6% lived in mobile homes.  
 
The average homeowner bought his/her house in 1981 (mean). Fifty five respondents bought their house 
in 2008 (mode). The average house was built in 1974 which supports data from the US census.2 
 
Homeowners’ main complaints with their current houses mainly revolve around energy efficiency issues. 
Energy costs top the complaint list with an average score of 4.2. Indoor comfort issues (cold in winter and 
hot is summer) are in third place at 3.7. Related to the two latter issues is the issue of green standard 
compliance (second most important complaint) which nearly all homeowners define as being related to 
energy issues.3 Other relatively important issues/complaints include maintenance requirements, noisy 
floors and acoustic insulation allowing sounds from outside the house to be heard within houses. Some 
regional differences (mostly in metro areas that are part of the West region) exist for noisy floors, acoustic 
insulation, floors that are too hard/soft, etc. 
 

                                                      
2 http://www.census.gov/hhes/www/housing/ahs/ahs05/tab1a-1.pdf  
3 Forestweb. November 24th, 2008. about J.D. Power and Associates 2008 Green Home Building Report. 
http://www.jdpower.com/corporate/realestate/   
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Figure 4 Homeowners complaints about their homes  
 
More than 70% of respondents have done major repairs or remodelling (R&R) on their house over the 
past two years (Figure 5) or will do so next year.  
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Figure 5 R&R and home buying activity and intentions  
 
Condominium owners are less likely to have done (31%) or plan to do (8%) R&R work on their house.4 
They are more likely to purchase a home next year (41%). The 18 to 34 year old age group was more 
likely to have bought a home (townhouse or mobile) in past two years (22%). However, they are less 
likely to have done or plan R&R work on their house than the other two (older) age groups.  
 
Repair and remodelling work was mostly executed in rooms other (31%) than ‘conventional rooms’ such 
as kitchens, bedrooms, bathrooms, etc. (Figure 6). It is likely many R&R projects involved landscaping, 
roofing, fencing and other outdoor related projects. Yet, the bulk of R&R projects (69%) occurred within 
homes. Kitchen projects lead the way with 23% of all R&R projects done in the past two years. 
Bathrooms, living rooms and decks follow with respectively 18%, 10% and 8% of homeowners 
indicating that the most expensive R&R work they did (or had done) took place in these rooms.  
 

                                                      
4 The same can be said about R&R intentions for next year (12%) for mobile home owners.  
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Figure 6 Room where most expensive R&R work was done in past 2 years 
 
Physical examples of products is what influences homeowners the most in the decision to use specific 
products in R&R projects (Figure 7). Recommendations from friends/neighbours/relatives come in 
second place. Home center staff is in third place with an average score of 4.0. Least credible information 
sources include celebrities, phone solicitation, discussion forums and interior designers.  
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Figure 7 Most influential information sources in material selection decisions in home 
improvement projects 
 
Men and women are influenced differently by the different sources of information presented to them. 
Women are more influenced than men by magazine articles, ads in magazines, company mailouts, TV 
shows/DIY network, physical examples and neighbours/friends/relatives (Figure 8).  
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Figure 8 Gender comparison of most influential information sources in material selection 
decisions in home improvement projects  
 
The influence given to information sources also varies according to age groups. Most sources (with the 
exception of home center staff and technical support/customer service) showed differences. Without 
going into a lot of details, the 55 years old and above group stated that it was generally less influenced by 
the information/advertisement directed at them than the other two age groups. Physical examples and 
home center staff are the two most influential information sources for the 55 year old and above age 
group.  
 
6.1 Decks 

Forty percent (40%) of respondents stated their homes had a deck. Metropolitan regions with higher 
proportions of decks include Minneapolis (74%), Atlanta (60%), Charlotte (58%) and New York (58%) 
(Figure 9). Regions with lower proportions of deck are Orlando (26%), Houston (26%), Miami (24%), 
Tampa (24%), Phoenix (22%) and Las Vegas (12%). As a general rule of thumb, decks are more 
prevalent in the US North and on the East Coast.  
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Figure 9 Proportions of decks by metropolitan region 
 
A majority of decks (55%) are made using treated lumber (Figure 10). Naturally durable species such as 
cedar and redwood account for a 15% market share across top US metro areas. Cedar/redwood is very 
present in Denver (30%), Phoenix (27%), Chicago (24%), San Francisco (21%) and Seattle (21%).  
 
Wood plastic composites represent a shade below 10% of the deck surfacing material market. Yet, 
composite decking has a good hold of key markets such as Las Vegas (33%), New York (20%) and 
Denver (15%) (Figure 11).  Wood plastic composite products (13% vs. 7%) - as well as untreated wood 
(9% vs. 4%) - are used more in the US West. Concrete decks are significant in three markets: Los 
Angeles (27%), Tampa (17%) and Orlando (15%).  
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Figure 10 Current deck surfacing material 
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Figure 11 Current deck surfacing material by metro region 
 
Decks of homeowners aged between ages 18 and 34 differ significantly from decks of older homeowners. 
The former tend to have decks that use more cedar/redwood (27%) and tropical hardwood (6%) and less 
wood plastic (3%) and treated lumber (39%). This is interesting in that cedar/redwood and tropical 
hardwoods are high end products not normally associated with first home owners. It should however be 
noted that a greater proportion of respondents from this age group (18 to 34 year old) did not know which 
material was used to build their deck (18% vs. 7% for the rest of the sample).   
 
Wood plastic products will be the deck surfacing product consumers turn to the most (38%) in the next 
deck they build (Figure 12). This represents close to a 30% increase in market share compared to the 
current situation (Figure 14). Wood plastic composites could gain ground in cities like Washington 
(65%), Philadelphia (52%), Las Vegas (50%), Denver (50%), San Francisco (50%) and Detroit (48%).5  
 
By comparison, it is anticipated that treated lumber will only capture 21% of market shares in future 
decks. This translates into a 18% market share loss. Regions with anticipated shares significantly lower 
than the average for treated lumber are Houston (8%), Tampa (8%), Washington (4%) and Philadelphia 
(4%). Treated lumber could more than double its market shares in Orlando going from 21% to 46%.  

                                                      
5 Market share data for those six metro areas are not statistically different from the ‘national’ average. 
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Some metro regions show higher intentions to build their next deck with cedar/redwood than others. 
Houston (31%) and Seattle (21%) exhibit high intentions to use cedar/redwood in their next decks.6  
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Figure 12 Preference for next deck surfacing material  
 

                                                      
6 Results should be used/with caution due to the low number of respondents (≤ 5). Market shares are not statistically 
different from the ‘national’ average. 
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Figure 13 Preference for next deck surfacing material by metro region 
 
Other wood products (naturally durable species and untreated wood products) should also expect market 
share losses (approximately 5% each) to wood plastic composites.  
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Figure 14 Anticipated market share gains and losses for deck surfacing materials7  
 
Attributes that are most valued by homeowners for decking surfaces are strength/structural integrity (6.5) 
as well as durability/low maintenance (6.4) (Figure 15). ‘Comfortable to walk/sit on’ is the third most 
important attribute (6.0) homeowners look for in decking products. Appearance (i.e. curb appeal) and 
price are tied in fourth place (5.8 and 5.9).8  
 

                                                      
7 These numbers were obtained by subtracting current market shares by deck material from preferences for next 
deck material.  
8 Considering standard errors for each variable.  
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Figure 15 Importance of selected deck surfacing attributes  
 
Some age group related differences were observed for the importance given to decking attributes. The 
appearance criterion was more important to the 35-54 year old group (6.1 vs. 5.9). Comfort to walk/sit on 
was less valued by 18-34 year olds (5.7) than other groups (6.0). The same group gave less importance to 
durability/low maintenance (6.0 vs. 6.4) and strength/structural integrity (6.2 vs. 6.5). 
 
Cross tabulations between the importance of decking attributes and gender showed that women gave more 
importance than men to price (5.9 vs. 5.6 for men), easy foolproof installation (6.0 vs. 5.8), environmental 
friendliness (5.4 vs. 4.8) and comfortable to walk/sit on (6.1 vs. 5.9). 
 
ANOVA tests show no significant differences between metro regions. However, a closer look at statistical 
differences between regions9 reveals some differences results for the importance of decking surface 
durability/low maintenance (Figure 16). Miami and San Francisco differ significantly from general results 
(6.4). The average Miami respondents gave durability a score of 5.8. Statistical differences were observed 
between this score and 15 other metro areas (i.e. Atlanta, Detroit, Dallas, Los Angeles, Minnesota, New 
York, Philadelphia, San Francisco, Seattle, Tampa, Washington, Austin, Charlotte, Denver and Orlando). 

                                                      
9 LSD post hoc test are used to compare regions amongst themselves.  
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San Francisco’s average score was 6.8. This is significantly higher than the average score of 8 other metro 
areas (Chicago, Houston, Minnesota, New York, Phoenix, Charlotte, Las Vegas and Miami). 
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Figure 16 Average importance score for durability of deck surfacing material by metro area 
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6.2 Floors 
More than a third of homeowners surveyed (37%) indicated that they lived in houses built on concrete 
slabs (Figure 17). Wood products, either over basements (29%) or crawl spaces (22%), are used in the 
majority of houses built in US metro areas.  
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Figure 17 Current home floor structure (first floor) 
 
As expected, regional profiles showed higher than average proportion of concrete floors in metro areas 
located in the states of Florida, Texas, Nevada and Arizona (Figure 18). Basements are generally more 
common in the Northeast and Midwest regions. The West is characterized by a higher proportion of crawl 
spaces (27% vs. 20%).  
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Figure 18 Current home floor structure (first floor) by metro region 
 
It is worthwhile to highlight the fact that a steady increase has been observed in slab construction going 
from 11% in houses built in 1950 and before to 52% of houses built after year 2000 (Table 2). The 
opposite trend is happening in wood frames built over basements.10   
 
Table 2 Type of floor construction by date of construction of house 

  
1950 and 

before 
Between 1951 

and 1975 
Between 1976 

and 2000 2001 to present
Wood frame over crawl space 23% 25% 21% 15%
Wood frame over basement 53% 31% 24% 21%
Concrete slab on ground 11% 35% 44% 52%
Don't know 5% 5% 7% 8%
Other 7% 5% 4% 5%
Total 100% 100% 100% 100%

 

                                                      
10 The same trend is observed when using ‘date of purchase’ as the independent variable. In short, houses bought 
more recently have a greater tendency to be built on slabs than houses purchased a long time ago.  
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Figure 19 shows homeowners’ preferences for next home floor structures. It is interesting to note that 
wood floors over basements are slated to gain market shares (+10%) mostly at the expense of concrete 
slabs. A substantial number of slabs will also be ‘replaced’ by wood structures over crawl spaces. This is 
in contradiction with the trend observed in Table 2 which shows slab are gaining ground on wood fllor 
structures. 
 
A significant proportion (21%) of respondents indicated they did not know what their next floor would be 
made of. This may be an indication of the influence that homebuilders have on material selection in 
residential structures (as opposed to appearance products such as cabinets, flooring and appliances).  
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Figure 19 Preferences for next home floor structure (first floor) 
 
Regions with low proportions of preferences for wood floors correspond are for the most part located in 
the US South (Figure 20). Dallas (15%), Orlando (15%) and Tampa (22%) had the lowest proportions of 
homeowners indicating their next floor would be made of wood over a basement. Over 70% of 
Minneapolis and Philadelphia residents were interested in such types of floor construction.  
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Figure 20 Preferences for next home floor structure (first floor) by metro region 
 
As with floor structures of current homes, a relationship was observed between preferences for next floor 
structures and date of construction as well as date of purchase. Cross tabulations between those variables 
indicate that owners of older homes (or homes bought some time ago) have a greater tendency to prefer 
wood floors over basements in their next homes, while owners of homes recently built (or bought) prefer 
slabs.  
 
 
6.2.1 Floor attributes sought by homeowners 

The main characteristic homeowners look for in floors is strength or structural integrity (6.5) (Figure 21). 
Durability and low energy bills are tied in second place with respectively 6.4 and 6.3 on a seven point 
scale. Ability to make repairs to plumbing and wiring is the third most important floor attribute with a 6.1 
score. Comfort related attributes (i.e. warmth, comfort to walk/sit and acoustic performance) scored 
relatively low on the importance scale.  
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Figure 21 Importance of selected floor structure attributes  
 
Women gave most attributes more importance than men. Environmental friendliness (5.5 vs. 5.0) and 
price (6.0 vs. 5.6) are the two attributes where the biggest differences between genders were observed. 
Only ‘warm in winter’, ‘strength/structural integrity’ and ‘other’ showed no differences between men and 
women. Younger homeowners (18 to 34 years old) gave lower scores to environmental friendliness, lower 
energy bills, comfortable to walk/sit on, quietness/acoustic performance, durability/low maintenance and 
strength/structural integrity.  
 
Regional differences were observed for two attributes: warm in winter (sig=0.00) and comfortable to 
walk/sit on (sig=0.03) (Figure 22 and Figure 23). Warmth in winter was given more importance in 
Minneapolis, Washington, Detroit and Chicago and less importance in Las Vegas, Orlando, Phoenix and 
Miami possibly indicating a relationship between attributes sought in floors and climate/seasonal 
temperatures.  
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Figure 22 Average importance score for floor attribute ‘warm in winter’ by region 
 
Comfort when walking/sitting on was given high importance in Washington and low importance in 
Miami.11 Other differences exist between metro areas.  
 

                                                      
11 Based on comparison between metro areas and rest of the US (Appendix). 
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Figure 23 Average importance score for floor attribute ‘comfortable to walk/sit on versus a 
hard surface’ by region 
 
 
6.2.2 Concrete floor performance 

Concrete was perceived as performing very well on the strength and durability criteria (5.8 and 5.7 
respectively) (Figure 24). Both criteria are two of the most important attributes homeowners look for in 
floors. It is interesting to note that women rate concrete floors’ performance on the strength attribute 
lower than men did giving a 5.7 score compared to the men’s average score of 6.0. Price (5.2) and 
acoustic performance (4.9) are other criteria for which concrete floors scored high. Environmental 
friendliness is the fifth most prominent attribute (4.6) for concrete floors.  
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Figure 24 Performance of concrete vis-à-vis selected floor attributes  
 
Homeowners 55 years and older tended to give concrete lower performance scores that their younger 
counterparts. Attributes most affected by this trend are warm in winter, lower energy bills, comfortable to 
walk/sit on and ability to repair change plumbing/wiring.  
 
There are many regional differences in performance ratings for concrete floors. All but three attributes 
(i.e. quietness, durability and strength) showed statistically significant differences. Coastal regions 
(Northeast and West) rated slabs/concrete poorly on ‘warm in winter’, ‘environmental friendliness’, ‘low 
energy bills’, ‘comfortable to walk/sit on’ and ‘ability to repair’. Aside from the energy efficiency issue, 
these attributes have moderate to little importance to homeowners. Residents from the US South rated 
concrete floors advantageously on ‘warm in winter’, ‘environmental friendliness’, ‘low energy bills’ and 
‘comfortable to walk/sit on’. 
 
Figure 25 shows that Houston residents believe concrete performs quite well on the price attribute with an 
average rating of 5.6. This is significantly higher than scores from 8 other cities (Atlanta, Detroit, 
Minneapolis, New York, San Francisco, Seattle, Washington and Charlotte). San Francisco residents gave 
concrete floor price a lower performance score than 13 other cities including Los Angeles which is the 
closest geographical top 20 market. Other differences exist between regions. 
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Figure 25 Average performance score for concrete floors vis-à-vis price by region 
 
It is without great surprise that Houston and Orlando residents (living in a ‘warm’ climate) think concrete 
floors are warm in winter (Figure 26). Their evaluation of concrete floors is better than the evaluations 
from 14 and 13 metro regions respectively. Conversely, Washington and Detroit homeowners 
(characterized by colder climates) tended to rate concrete floors lower on the warm in winter attribute.  
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Figure 26 Average performance score for concrete floors vis-à-vis warm in winter by region 
 
Chicago, Houston, Miami and Orlando showed high appreciation of the environmental virtues of concrete 
floors (all 5.0 and higher) (Figure 27). Their scores are different from those of at least 8 other cities. 
Among cities rating with low rating on this attributes (i.e. cities whose homeowners do not think concrete 
is an environmentally friendly product) are San Francisco, Washington/Baltimore, Philadelphia and 
Seattle.  
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Figure 27 Average performance score for concrete floors vis-à-vis environmental friendliness 
by region 
 
‘Low energy bills’ is the second most important floor attribute that homeowners are looking for. The 
performance of concrete on this attribute is below that of wood products. As with the ‘warm in winter’, 
attribute, Houston and Orlando are the two metropolitan areas rating the concrete’s performance highly 
(above 5 in both cases) (Figure 28). Those two cities also scored high on the environmental friendliness 
criteria thereby hinting at the strong relationship between energy efficiency and environmental issues.  
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Figure 28 Average performance score for concrete floors vis-à-vis low energy bills by region 
 
The range of scores obtained for the performance of concrete floors with regards to the ‘comfortable to 
walk/sit on’ is quite important with 14 cities showing differences with at least 5 other cities or more 
(Figure 29). Houston and Miami lead the way with scores (with 4.7 and 4.6 respectively) that are higher 
than 10 other cities. Orlando, Chicago and Austin scores are significantly different than scores from at 
least 8 other cities. San Francisco rated concrete poorly on the comfort attribute with a score of 3.3. It is 
different than 10 other cities. Seattle (6), Detroit (6), Washington/Baltimore (5), New York (5), 
Philadelphia (5), Tampa (5), Minneapolis (5) and Denver (5) also showed important differences with 
other metro areas.  
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Figure 29 Average performance score for concrete floors vis-à-vis comfortable to walk/sit on 
versus hard surface by region 
 
Houston and Orlando (rounded out to 4.6) rated concrete highly on the ‘ability to make repairs’ attribute 
(Figure 30). These scores are different than 15 and 14 other cities. On the other hand, San Francisco’s 
rating of 2.9 is lower than 9 other cities’.  
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Figure 30 Average performance score for concrete floors vis-à-vis ability to make repairs to 
plumbing and wiring by region 
 
 
6.2.3 Wood floor performance 

Survey respondents were also asked to rate the performance of wood floor on the same set of attributes. 
They determined that wood floors’ main advantages lie in the fact that they allow repairs on plumbing 
and wiring elements (5.6) and the comfort they offer when walking or sitting (5.5) (Figure 31).12  
Performance on the strength attribute (i.e. the attribute respondents judged to be the most important) is the 
third highest score with 5.3. It should nevertheless be noted that concrete outscored wood with a score of 
5.8 on the strength attribute. The performance of wood floors on warmth in winter is almost a point higher 
than concrete with a score of 5.1 compared to 4.2. Hence, warmth in winter is a key attribute of wood 
floors. Wood floors’ performance on the durability criterion is relatively low at 4.9. Hence, wood floors 
lag concrete floors in attributes that are most important to homeowners. It should be noted that results for 
price were comparable in wood and concrete floor structures with the exception of the West region (taken 
as a whole) where wood floors are seen as being more expensive.  
 
                                                      
12 Men gave wood floors higher performance score on the ability to repair/change plumbing wiring. 18 to 34 year 
olds rated wood floors lower than the other two age groups on the comfortable to walk/sit on attribute.  
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Figure 31 Performance of lumber and other wood-based products vis-à-vis selected floor 
attributes 
 
Wood performance in floors by region differed for two attributes: strength and quietness/acoustic 
performance. Miami’s average appreciation of the performance of wood floors vis-à-vis the strength 
attribute (4.8) is much lower than the average score for the population (5.3) (Figure 32). Post hoc tests 
showed that Miami’s score is different from the score of 12 other metro regions. Las Vegas is 
significantly lower than 5 other regions. Among the regions which rank the performance of wood floors 
higher are Seattle (different from 6 other regions) as well as Charlotte and Detroit (5 each). Other minor 
differences exist.  
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Figure 32 Average performance score for wood floors vis-à-vis strength/structural integrity by 
region 
 
Las Vegas score for the acoustic performance of wood floors is lower than the score of 6 metro areas 
(Chicago, Houston, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Seattle and Charlotte) (Figure 33). Chicago, Houston 
Charlotte and Seattle’s average performance scores (5.2) are higher than 5 other cities (Denver, Miami, 
Phoenix, Orlando and Las Vegas). Some cities scores are different from fewer than five other cities.  
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Figure 33 Average performance score for wood floors vis-à-vis quietness/acoustic 
performance by region 
 
 
6.2.4 Comparative analysis of concrete and wood performance in floor structures 

Figure 34 synthesizes the performance results presented in sections 6.2.2 and 6.2.3. It shows the 
performance of both wood and concrete based on the attributes homeowners most want in floors. Most 
noteworthy is the fact that concrete performs better than wood on the top two attributes homeowners look 
for in floors, i.e. strength and durability. Both differences are significant at the 95% level. Wood 
distinguishes itself on attributes that are less important to homeowners: low energy bills (3rd most 
important floor attribute), ability to repair/change wiring and plumbing and warm in winter (respectively 
distant 4th and 5th). Finally, it should be pointed that concrete is seen as being cheaper/more affordable 
option than wood.  
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Figure 34 Performance of concrete and wood on floor attributes 
 
Figure 35 presents the same results in a more graphic way. Positive values indicate assets of wood 
products while negative values a representative of perceived strengths of concrete (or shortcomings of 
wood products). 
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Figure 35 Key assets of concrete and wood in floor applications 
 
 
6.3 Walls 
Lumber is used for most walls (53%) built in the US top 20 metropolitan regions (Figure 36). More than a 
fifth of respondents (22%) do not know what their walls are built from. Concrete walls (block and poured) 
represent 17% of all walls built in US metro regions.  
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Figure 36 Current wall framing material used for most exterior walls on first floor  
 
Higher than average proportions of concrete block walls are built in Florida metro areas (> 45% in each 
market) and the Phoenix region (28%) than the rest of the country (13%) (Figure 37). 
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Figure 37 Current wall framing material used for most exterior walls on first floor  
 
Figure 38 illustrates homeowners’ preferences for next wall materials. It should be pointed out that close 
to a third of respondents (30%) do not know what their next walls will be made of.13 This suggests that 
structural material decisions largely rest on homebuilders. This indecision affects current market shares 
for all materials. Wood, for instance, is in position to see its share decrease by more than half (going from 
52% to just 22% in next homes). Surprisingly, concrete block is also expected to lose roughly 40% of its 
shares (from 13% to 8%). The impact for other materials is generally positive as all other building 
techniques (most notably insulated concrete forms (ICFs), structural insulated panels (SIPs) and steel) 
stand to gain ground in several markets.  
 

                                                      
13 An additional 9% of respondents  have ‘no preference’.  
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Figure 38 Preferences for next exterior wall material (first floor) 
 
Figure 39 presents preferences for next exterior wall material at the metropolitan area level. As observed 
previously, the high proportion of respondents who do not have a preference makes it difficult to interpret 
the data.  
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Figure 39 Preferences for next exterior wall material (first floor) by metro region 
 
Generally speaking men are more favourable towards wood framed walls than women (31% vs. 18%). A 
greater proportion of women do not know what material they would use to build the walls of their next 
home (35% vs. 20% for men). More than 20% of 18 to 34 year olds have no preference with respect to the 
material used to build the walls of their next home.  
 
 
6.4 Environmental performance of building materials 
Respondents showed some interest in green home certification for their next home purchase (Figure 40). 
The average respondent indicated that green certification is between ‘neither important/unimportant’ and 
‘important’ for an average of 3.5 on a five point scale (median and mode of 4). Women generally gave 
more importance to the greenness of homes with an average score of 3.6 compared to 3.4 for men. No 
such differences were observed between age groups. In total, 55% of respondents indicated that some 
form of environmental certification would be an ‘important’ or ‘very important’ consideration in the 
purchase of their next home.  
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Figure 40 Importance of green home certification in next home purchase decision 
 
On a regional basis, New York residents tend to give less importance to environmental certification (3.1) 
than inhabitants from other regions (Figure 41). Differences in average importance scores are significant 
with 12 other metro regions. Philadelphians tend to rate it higher (3.8) than homeowners from other 
regions. Significant differences were observed with 6 metro regions. With an average score of 3.2, 
Atlanta rates green certification lower than 5 other regions. 
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Figure 41 Importance of green home certification in next home purchase decision by metro 
region 
 
Generally speaking, Figure 42 and Figure 43 show that wood is seen as performing well in certain 
environmental aspects (i.e. recyclable, green material and renewable material). However, wood is 
perceived to be growing scarce and to be less durable than concrete and steel. Steel is seen as being 
equally recyclable as wood.  
 
Perceptions regarding the availability of wood differ between regions. Houston homeowners (5.4) tend to 
be more in agreement with the fact that ‘Wood is a building material that is growing scarce’ than residents 
of New York, Seattle and Denver. Similarly, Miami homeowners (5.2) tend to agree more with the latter 
statement than their counterparts from Denver (4.3). 
 
Perceptions of durability are a key issue for wood products in US South. In Miami, wood products are not 
seen as being as durable (4.5) as other materials as demonstrated by the statistically significant differences 
with 10 other metro regions (all 5.2 or higher). Conversely, Minneapolis homeowners see wood products 
as being more durable (5.7) compared to major metro areas located in Nevada and Florida (all 4.9 or 
lower). 
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Figure 42 Homeowners’ attitudes vis-à-vis attributes related to the environmental 
performance of building materials (where 1 is ‘Strongly disagree’ and 7 is ‘Strongly agree’) 
 
Concrete distinguishes itself from steel and wood for its energy efficiency (4.8) and the fact that it is not 
perceived to be scarce (3.4).  
 
San Francisco homeowners stand out as being in disagreement with most other metropolitan regions 
when it comes to the energy efficiency of concrete. Their average agreement score of 3.9 is well below 
the average of 4.8. San Franciscans are also less in agreement (4.1) with the energy efficiency of steel (i.e. 
‘Steel contributes to low energy costs for homeowners’) than residents from Chicago, Houston, Los 
Angeles and Austin (all 5.0 and higher). Los Angeles homeowners think steel is more energy efficient 
(5.2) than people from Detroit, San Francisco and Tampa do (4.4 or lower).  
 
Some regional differences are observed with regards to the ability of concrete to help lower CO2 
emissions. Detroit homeowners tend to be less in agreement with this statement (4.2) than residents from 
Houston, Los Angeles and Las Vegas (all 5.1). On the other hand, Houston residents think concrete 
contributes to lower CO2 emissions more (5.1) than residents from Detroit, San Francisco and Denver (all 
4.3 or lower). 
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Figure 43 Homeowners’ attitudes vis-à-vis attributes related to the environmental 
performance of building materials (where 1 is ‘Strongly disagree’ and 7 is ‘Strongly agree’) 
 
There are some differences between genders and age groups regarding the environmental merit of wood, 
concrete and steel. For instance, women generally agree more than men that wood is growing scarce (5.0 
vs. 4.5). The impending scarcity of wood is a belief that is shared more amongst older homeowners (55 
years old and above) than younger ones. Numerous other variations exist between demographic groups.  
 
 

7 Discussion 
Results presented allowed the identification of obstacles for wood products in decking, floor and wall 
applications. At the same time, a number of opportunities were identified. From the decking perspective, 
fewer decks are built in the Florida region along with cities such as Las Vegas, Phoenix, Los Angeles and 
Houston. This is somewhat surprising given the fact that the temperature in these regions does not limit 
the amount of time decks can be used on a yearly basis.  
 
At the national level, decks are mostly built from treated lumber (55%). Yet, wood plastic composite and 
other alternative products are increasingly threatening the position held by wood products. Based on 
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homeowners’ preferences, wood plastic products should be expected to hold close to 40% of the market 
in the coming years. It is already very present in some markets (most notably Las Vegas (33%), New 
York (21%) and San Francisco (17%)). Naturally durable species use is concentrated in four cities: 
Chicago, Denver, Phoenix and San Francisco. This product is considered high-end and is characterized by 
a significant price premium (as is the case for wood plastic composites). It is very likely that composite 
products will gain ground on the decking market as they are perceived to possess key attributes sought by 
homeowners. The current study shows that strength, durability (and low maintenance) are the two 
attributes that homeowners look for in decking products. The third attribute in terms of importance is 
comfortable to walk/sit on. It should be noted that the performance of current decking product regarding 
all top three attributes is debatable and that time will tell whether these products will be able to retain and 
gain additional market shares as is predicted by homeowners. As noted in past FPInnovations studies 
(Gaston and Fell, 2006), the price discrepancy that separates wood and wood plastic decking products 
leaves plenty of room for innovation from the solid wood products industry’s standpoint.  
 
Most floors built in the US are made with wood products (engineered or not) (29% over basements and 
22% over crawl spaces). Close to 40% (mostly concentrated in regions previously identified, i.e. Florida, 
Texas, Nevada and Arizona) are built using slabs. Although, wood could lose 2% market shares at the 
national level, it is encouraging to see that high concrete usage metro areas such as Phoenix and Houston 
are regions where wood could actually gain shares in the future (10% and 12% gains respectively). It 
should nevertheless be noted that homebuilders play a key role in material selection and many 
homeowners are unaware of the products used in their current homes or have no idea which products they 
would prefer to be used in their next homes. This represents an opportunity to engage in a more intimate 
dialogue with end-users. 
 
The top attribute homeowners are looking for in floors is strength/structural integrity. In second place are 
durability and low energy bills. In third place is the ability to make repairs to plumbing/wiring. Curiously, 
aside from the latter attribute, homeowners tend to believe that wood floors do not perform very well on 
these attributes. As a matter of fact, concrete performed better than wood on two of the top three criteria 
identified by homeowners (i.e. strength and durability). Furthermore, concrete is seen as being more 
affordable than wood. Yet, wood is pegged to keep (4) or gain (5) market shares in 9 of 20 metro markets 
studied. Concrete floors are perceived to perform poorly on the ‘low energy bills’ attribute in the 
Northeast and West regions.  
 
Numerous regional variations were noted as regards the performance of concrete vis-à-vis floor attributes.  
This situation suggests business development opportunities could be pursued via communication efforts 
directed at homeowners. As expected, regions using concrete extensively were not very critical of its 
performance. Point in case, cities such as Houston, Miami and Orlando generally gave high scores to 
concrete floors. Nevertheless there are exceptions, such as Chicago (which uses concrete in 22% of its 
current floors), which that rated concrete highly on most attributes. Regional variations (which were the 
chief objective of the current study) were readily identifiable when comparing San Francisco (18% of 
current floors made of concrete) and Los Angeles (48% current floors are concrete). The former metro 
area, had the lowest scores on many attributes. Los Angeles, on the other hand, rated concrete highly on 
most attributes.  
 
The performance of wood floors on the strength attribute differed between regions. Miami and Las Vegas 
gave wood and other wood-based products low scores. Seattle, Charlotte and Detroit gave wood high 
scores. Strength is the most important attribute homeowners look for in floors. Evidently, each metro area 
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gave high scores to the material their floors are usually made of indicating high satisfaction with floors in 
general. Noisy floors and floors being too soft/hard ranked in the complaint list of homeowners scoring 
3,1 or lower on a 7 point problem importance scale.  
 
Despite all the talk surrounding the environmental certification of homes, it appears unlikely that it will 
play an important role in short-term home purchasing decisions of homebuyers. As it stands, 
environmental concerns are closely associated with energy efficiency issues. It is likely that this definition 
will expand over time to incorporate other environmental concerns that do not necessarily have direct 
financial implications. Nevertheless, it is probable that environmental concerns will play an increasingly 
larger role in home buying decisions of new entrants on the housing market. It is surprising to see that 
Philadelphia residents (not California’s as one could have expected) were the ones that rated green 
certification higher than elsewhere. New York and Atlanta rated it much lower than other metro areas. 
The green performance of concrete is contested in the San Francisco metro area where this material is not 
seen as being abundant or energy efficient.  
 
From a wood products standpoint, the greatest obstacles to the acknowledgment of wood as green 
building material remain perceptions of deforestation (increasing scarcity) and durability. The perceptions 
of Miami and Houston residents are notably poor in both regards. This suggests the need for promotion 
campaigns/communication activities in both areas. These activities should not be limited only the green 
properties of wood products, but also to the strength issue that hinders the use of wood products in the US 
South (mostly Miami area).  
 
From a communications standpoint, it is interesting to highlight that numerous differences were observed 
between men and women. Women, for instance, tend to rate their receptiveness (or influence-ability) to 
several communication channels and information sources higher than men. Similarly, women gave greater 
importance to environmental certification. On the downside, they were more likely to agree that wood is 
growing scarce. Given these differences and the amount of influence women have on purchasing 
decisions, it is imperative that they women be considered (if not privileged) in communication plans 
destined to homeowners.  
 
 

8 Conclusions 
This survey provides material that could serve as a basis for wood promotion campaigns and/or product 
sales. On the one hand, it highlights key trends based on geographic areas. Several trends and 
observations were made:  
 

Decking: 
 

 Despite the availability of strong statistical evidence, wood plastic products are in a position to 
gain ground (over treated lumber and other non-treated wood alternatives) in decks. 
Strength/structural integrity and durability/low maintenance are two attributes on which they 
perform well. Incidentally, these two attributes are also those that homeowners look for the most 
in decking products.  
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Floors:  
 

 Wood floors stand to gain market shares in floors at the expense of slabs. Coastal markets 
(Northeast and West regions) are most easily attainable at this moment. It is possible that 
affordability issues are stimulating the expansion of wood products in floors. Lumber or 
engineered products are not terribly expensive and help maximize space by adding a 
basement/crawl space. Unfortunately, one can speculate that homeowners have little influence on 
material selection in structural applications.  

 
 Perceptions of durability and strength remain challenges for wood floors. Ability to make repairs 

and comfort are two key assets of wood products.  
 

 Concrete is well positioned in terms of its performance vis-à-vis key attributes homeowners look 
for in floors namely strength (top attribute), durability (second place) and price. Miami residents 
rate wood floors poorly on the strength attribute. San Francisco rated concrete floors below the 
national average on the strength attribute. Seattle residents rated wood floors higher than the 
national average on the same attribute. This may indicate some opportunities for wood products 
based on specific climates and geographic conditions. Yet, it is likely that concrete floors will 
maintain or increase their shares in most markets of the South region (where they are mostly 
built) based on homebuilders’ influence on material selection.  

 
Walls: 
 

 Homeowners were uninterested by wall material selection. This manifested itself in potential 
added shares for alternative techniques such as insulated concrete forms and structural insulated 
panels. 

 
Perceptions of building materials: 

 
 Wood’s environmental assets (green, renewable, recyclable, etc.) continue to be shadowed by 

concerns of regeneration/scarcity of the material.  
 

 Steel is seen as being equally recyclable as wood. It is seen as a durable material.  
 

 Concrete is viewed as the best material to ensure low energy costs. This is an attribute 
homeowners currently rate very highly. 

 
 The impact of materials on greenhouse gas emissions is not a salient/tangible concept in the 

minds of homeowners. It is likely to gain in importance as green building standards and 
knowledge of environmental impact of product on a lifecycle basis develops.  

 
 Energy efficiency/costs issues (more than any other environmental issue) are important for 

homeowners. Following structural issues (durability and strength), homeowners are giving 
significant consideration to energy efficiency. It is the most important complaint homeowners 
have about their current house. Unfortunately, wood is supplanted by concrete on the energy issue 
in floor applications.  
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 A significant amount of R&R expenditures involve products that are used for outdoor 
applications.  

 
It is worthwhile to highlight homeowners’ relatively low level of awareness regarding materials used to 
build their house (current or future). In many cases, respondents could not tell which materials were used 
in their current house. Likewise, many homeowners had no preference or did not know which products 
they would like to have in their next floors, walls or deck. This raises questions regarding the influence of 
homeowners on material selection versus the impact of builder preferences. The amount of influence 
homebuyers have on material selection is very likely limited. Which is not to say there is no room for 
influence on their part, but one could speculate that very few homebuyers are willing to insist on the use 
of specific material and/or pay a premium to make a builder use a different material. This is a key element 
that deserves attention. A lot of the value of this report lies in the analysis of the data at the metro-specific 
level. Comparisons of individual metro areas with the rest of the country were used to produce metro 
profiles that are available in Appendix III.  
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Appendix I 
Questionnaire
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Background and Preferences 
 

1) Which of the following best describes you? 
 I (or professionals) have done major repair or remodeling work on my home in the past 2 years                    

[FIRST PRIORITY] 
 I plan to conduct a major remodeling project on my home in the next year 
 I bought a home in the past 2 years 
 I plan to buy a home in the next year 
 None of the above [TERMINATE]  

 
2) [IF Q1 = CONDUCTED REMODELING WORK IN THE PAST 2 YEARS] Where was the 

most expensive work performed on your home? 
(Select one) 
 Kitchen 
 Bathroom 
 Living Room 
 Bedroom 
 Basement 
 Deck 
 Other (specify) ______________ 

 
3) The following list represents some of the information sources that you might use when 

selecting materials for home improvement projects.  On a scale from 1 (not influential at all) 
to 7 (most influential), please indicate how influential these sources were, or typically would 
be, in your material selection process. 

 

 
1 

Not 
Influential 

at All 

2 3 4 5 6 7 
Most 

Influential 

Magazine articles        
Advertising in magazines        
Company-specific mail-
outs/brochures        
TV shows/DIY network        
Physical examples (e.g. demo at 
home center or example at a 
house you have visited) 

       

Home shows/company booths         
Internet – company or product 
specific websites        

Internet – discussion forums and 
user groups        

Neighbors, friends or relatives’ 
advice        

Phone or in-person solicitation        
Home center staff        
Interior designers        
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Technical support - customer 
service representatives        

Celebrity endorsements        
 
4) If you were to buy a new home, how important would green certification of the home be in 

your purchase decision? 
 

1 
Very 

Unimportant 

2 
Unimportant 

3 
Neither Important/ 

Unimportant 

4 
Important 

5 
Very 

Important 
     

 
Construction Materials 

 
5) Do you currently have a deck on your home? 

 Yes 
 No 

 
6) [IF Q5 = YES] What material is your decking surface? 

 Cedar or redwood 
 Tropical hardwood 
 Plastic wood 
 Treated lumber 
 Other non-treated lumber 
 Concrete 
 Other (Specify:_________) 
 Don’t know 

 
7) [IF Q5 = YES] If you were to rebuild your deck, what surface material would you use? 

 Cedar or redwood 
 Tropical hardwood 
 Plastic wood 
 Treated lumber 
 Other non-treated lumber 
 Concrete 
 Other (Specify:_________) 
 Don’t know 

 
8) In terms of deck surfacing material, how important are the following characteristics: 
 

(Check one per row) 
1 

Not at all 
Important 

2 3 4 
Important 

5 6 7 
Extremely 
Important 

Price        
Appearance of finished product, 
“curb appeal”        
Easy, foolproof installation        
Environmental friendliness        
Comfortable to walk/sit on        
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Quietness, acoustic 
performance        
Durability, low maintenance        
Strength, structural integrity        
Other (specify):        

 
9) Which of the following best describes the first floor structure of your current home? 

 Wood frame over crawl space 
 Wood frame over basement 
 Concrete slab on ground 
 Other (Specify___________) 
 Don’t know 

 
10) Which would you prefer for the first floor structure of your next home? 

 Wood frame over crawl space 
 Wood frame over basement 
 Concrete slab on ground 
 Other (Specify___________) 
 No Preference 
 Don’t know 

 
11) In terms of materials used to build the structural floor of a house, how important are the 

following characteristics to you as a home owner: 
 

(Check one per row) 
1 

Not at all 
Important 

2 3 4 
Important 

5 6 7 
Extremely 
Important 

Price        
Warm in winter        
Environmental friendliness        
Lower energy bills        
Comfort to walk on versus hard 
surface        
Quietness, acoustic 
performance        
Durability, low maintenance        
Ability to repair/change 
plumbing and wiring        
Strength, structural integrity        

 
12) When concrete is used as the structural floor of a house, how well does it perform on the 

following characteristics: 
 

(Check one per row) 
1 

Not at all 
Important 

2 3 4 
Important 

5 6 7 
Extremely 
Important 

Price        
Warm in winter        
Environmental friendliness        
Lower energy bills        
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Comfort to walk on versus hard 
surface        
Quietness, acoustic 
performance        
Durability, low maintenance        
Ability to repair/change 
plumbing and wiring        
Strength, structural integrity        

 
13) When lumber or other wood-based products are used as the structural floor of a house, how 

well do they perform on the following characteristics: 
 

(Check one per row) 
1 

Not at all 
Important 

2 3 4 
Important 

5 6 7 
Extremely 
Important 

Price        
Warm in winter        
Environmental friendliness        
Lower energy bills        
Comfort to walk on versus hard 
surface        
Quietness, acoustic 
performance        
Durability, low maintenance        
Ability to repair/change 
plumbing and wiring        
Strength, structural integrity        

 
14) Which of the following wall framing material (or structural system) is used for most of your 

exterior walls on the first floor of your home? 
 Concrete blocks 
 Poured concrete 
 Steel 
 Wood (2x4, 2x6) 
 Insulated concrete forms (ICFs) 
 Structural insulated panels (SIPs) 
 Other (Specify:__________) 
 Don’t know 

 
15) For the first floor of your next home, which exterior wall framing material would you prefer? 

 Concrete blocks 
 Poured concrete 
 Steel 
 Wood (2x4, 2x6) 
 Insulated concrete forms (ICFs) 
 Structural insulated panels (SIPs) 
 Other (Specify:__________) 
 No preference 
 Don’t know 
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16) On a scale from 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 7 (Strongly Agree), please indicate your opinion 
concerning wood, steel, and concrete for the following statements? 

 

 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 3 4 
Neither 
Agree 
Nor 

Disagree 

5 6 7 
Strongly 
Agree 

 
Don’t 
Know 

Wood is a green building material         
Concrete is a green building 
material         

Steel is a green building material         
Wood is a building material that is 
growing scarce         

Concrete is a building material that 
is growing scarce         

Steel is a building material that is 
growing scarce         

Wood is a renewable building 
material         

Concrete is a renewable building 
material         

Steel is a renewable building 
material         

Wood is a building material that 
can be recycled         

Concrete is a building material that 
can be recycled         

Steel is a building material that can 
be recycled         

 
17) On a scale from 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 7 (Strongly Agree), please indicate your opinion 

concerning wood, steel, and concrete for the following statements? 
 

 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 3 4 
Neither 
Agree 
Nor 

Disagree 

5 6 7 
Strongly 
Agree 

 
Don’t 
Know 

Building with wood contributes to 
lower energy costs for 
homeowners 

        

Building with concrete contributes 
to lower energy costs for 
homeowners 

        

Building with steel may contribute 
to lower energy costs for 
homeowners 

        

Wood is a durable building material         
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Concrete is a durable building 
material         

Steel is a durable building material         
Building with wood helps lower 
greenhouse gas emissions (GhG) 
including CO2 

        

Building with concrete helps lower 
greenhouse gas emissions (GhG) 
including CO2 

        

Building with steel helps lower 
greenhouse gas emissions (GhG) 
including CO2 

        

 
18) On a scale from 1 (Not a Problem at All) to 7 (Major Problem), describe your main 

complaints about your current home? 
 

 
1 

Not a 
Problem 

at All 

2 3 4 5 6 7 
Major 

Problem 

 
Don’t 
Know 

Crooked walls         
Noisy floors         
Mold and mildew issues         
It is not built up to green standards         
Home is too noisy from sounds outside         
Energy costs (heating, cooling, operational 
costs)         

Too cold in winter/too hot in summer         
Floor is too soft         
Floor is too hard         
Maintenance requirements for selected 
materials/features 
(Specify:________________________) 

        

Other 
(Specify:________________________)         
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Appendix II 
Product breakdown 
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DECKING 
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Figure 44 Treated wood as current decking material 
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Figure 45 Cedar/redwood as current decking material 
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Figure 46 Wood plastic composite as current decking material 
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Figure 47 Wood plastic composite for next decking material 
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Figure 48 Treated wood for next decking material 
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Figure 49 Don’t know for next decking material 
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Figure 50 Cedar/redwood for next decking material 
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Figure 51 Slab for current floor 
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Figure 52 Wood floor over basement for current floor 
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Figure 53 Wood over crawl space for current floor 
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Figure 54 Wood frame over basement for next floor 
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Figure 55 Slab in next floor 
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Figure 56 Don’t know for next floor 
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Figure 57 Wood frame over crawl space for next floor 
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Figure 58 Wood (2x4, 2x6) for current wall 
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Figure 59 Don’t know for current wall 
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Figure 60 Concrete blocks for current wall 
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Figure 61 Don’t know for next wall 
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Figure 62 Wood (2x4, 2x6) for next wall 
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Figure 63 Insulated concrete forms (ICFs) for next wall 
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Figure 64 Structural insulated panels for next walls 
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Figure 65 Concrete blocks, poured concrete and ICFs for next walls 
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Figure 66 Steel for next walls 
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R&R and home buying activity and intentions 
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Room where most R&R expenses were made 
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Room where most R&R expenses were made 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Celebrity endorsements

Phone or in-person sollicitation

Internet/discussion forums

Interior designers

Ad in magazine

Company mailouts

Technical support/customer service reps

Home shows/company booths

Magazine articles

Internet/websites

TV shows/DIY network 

Home center staff

Neighbours/friends/relatives

Physical examples

Not influential 
at all

Most 
influential 

 
Most influential information sources in material selection decisions in home improvement projects  
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Most credible info sources 
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Decks by metropolitan region 
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Presence of deck at current home 
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hardwood

1%Other non-treated 
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Deck surfacing material used for current deck 
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Current decking material by metro region 
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Current decking material 
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Wood plastic
38%

Treated lumber
21%

Don't know
21%

Other
3%Concrete

4%

Tropical 
hardwood
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Cedar/redwood
10%

Other non-treated 
lumber
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Preferences for next decking material 
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Preferences for next decking material by metro region 
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Preferences for next decking material 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Other 

Quietness/acoustic
performance 

Environmental friendliness

Easy, foolproof installation

Price 

Appearance of finished product
(curb appeal) 

Comfortable to walk/sit on 

Durability/low maintenance 

Strength/structural integrity

Not important 
at all

Extremely 
importantImportant

 
Importance of selected decking attributes 
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Importance of selected decking attributes 
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Current floor structure (first floor) by metro region 
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Current floor structure material (first floor) 
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Preferences for next floor material 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Other

Environmental friendliness

Quietness/acoustic
performance

Comfortable to walk/sit on
versus a hard surface

Price

Warm in winter

Ability to repair/change
plumbing and wiring

Lower energy bills

Durability/low maintenance

Strength/structural integrity

Not important 
at all

Extremely 
importantImportant

 
Importance of selected floor structure attributes  
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Importance of floor structure attributes 
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Ability to repair/change
plumbing and wiring

Other

Comfortable to walk/sit on
versus a hard surface

Warm in winter

Lower energy bills

Environmental
friendliness

Quietness/acoustic
performance

Price

Durability/low
maintenance

Strength/structural
integrity

Extremely 
Poor

Very
Poor

Poor Average Extremely 
Good

Very
Good

Good

 
Performance of concrete vis-à-vis selected floor attributes  
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Concrete’s performance on selected floor structure attributes 
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Other

Lower energy bills

Quietness/acoustic
performance

Durability/low maintenance

Environmental friendliness

Price - Wood floor
performance

Warm in winter

Strength/structural integrity

Comfortable to walk/sit on
versus a hard surface

Ability to repair/change
plumbing and wiring

Extremely 
Poor

Very
Poor

Poor Average Extremely 
Good

Very
Good

Good

 
Performance of lumber and other wood-based products vis-à-vis selected floor attributes  
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Wood’s performance on selected floor structure attributes 
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Wood (2x4, 2x6)
53%

Don't know
22%

ICFs
1%

Other
3%

Steel
1%SIPs

3%

Poured concrete
4%

Concrete blocks
13%

 
Current wall framing material used for most exterior walls on first floor  
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Current wall framing material used for most exterior walls on first floor by metro region 
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Current wall framing material 
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Don't know
30%

Lumber
22%

SIPs
9%
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9%

No preference
9%

Concrete blocks
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Other
2%Steel

6%

Poured concrete
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Preferences for next exterior wall material (first floor) 
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Preferences for next exterior wall material (first floor) by metro region 
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Preferences for next exterior wall material 
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Very important
14%

Important
41%

Neither important/
unimportant

33%

Very unimportant
6%

Unimportant
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Importance of green home certification in next home purchase 
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Importance of green home certification in next home purchase 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Wood durable building material

Concrete durable building material

Steel durable building material

Concrete can be recycled

Wood can be recycled

Steel can be recycled

Concrete renewable building material

Steel renewable building material

Wood renewable building material

Steel green building material

Concrete green building material

Wood green building material

Strongly
Disagree

Neither Agree 
Nor Disagree

Strongly
Agree

 
Homeowners’ attitudes vis-à-vis attributes related to the environmental performance of building materials  
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Agreement levels on materials vs. green attributes 
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Wood low energy costs

Steel low energy costs

Concrete low energy costs

Concrete growing scarce

Steel growing scarce

Wood growing scarce

Wood lower CO2 emissions

Steel lower CO2 emissions

Concrete lower CO2 emissions

Strongly
Disagree

Neither Agree 
Nor Disagree

Strongly
Agree

 
Homeowners’ attitudes vis-à-vis attributes related to the environmental performance of building materials  
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Agreement levels on materials vs. green attributes 
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Floor is too soft

Floor is too hard

Other 

Mold and mildew issues

Crooked walls 

House is too noisy from from
sounds outside 

Noisy floors 

Maintenance requirements for
certain materials/features 

Too cold in winter/too warm in
summer 

Not built up to green standards 

Energy costs 

Not a 
problem at all

Major 
problem

 
Homeowners’ complaints about their homes  
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Main complaint about home 
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Appendix IV 
Regional profiles
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Question - Topic NORTHEAST Rest of the US Comments 
Q1 – R&R and homebuying 
intentions 

57% R&R past 2 y 
26% plan R&R next y 

51% R&R past 2 y 
21% plan R&R next y 

No differences 

Q2 – Room where most R&R 
expenses are made 

32% Other 
28% Kitchen 
16% Bathroom 

31% Other 
23% Kitchen 
19% Bathroom 

No differences 

Q3 – Most credible info sources Physical examples (4.3) 
Neighbours/relatives (3.9) 
Internet websites (3.7) 

Physical examples (4.5) 
Neighbours/relatives (4.2) 
Home center staff (4.0) 

Phone/in-person solicitation rated higher (2.4 vs. 
2.0) than in the rest of the US.  

Q5 – Deck (y/n) 52% have decks 38% have decks More decks in Northeast 
Q6 – Current decking material 48% treated lumber 

17% wood plastic  
17% cedar redwood 

57% treated lumber 
15% cedar redwood 
8% wood plastic 

No differences 

Q7 – Next decking material 40% wood plastic 
31% don’t know  
10% treated lumber 

38% wood plastic 
23% treated lumber 
19% don’t know 

No differences 

Q8 – Importance of decking 
attributes 

Durability (6.4) 
Strength (6.4) 
Appearance (6.0) 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.4) 
Comfortable (6.1) 

No differences 

Q9 – Current floor material 48% wood + basement 
20% slab 
18% wood + crawl 

40% slab 
27% wood + basement 
22% wood + crawl 

More basements and fewer slabs in Northeast.  

Q10 – Next floor material 52% wood + basement 
30% don’t know  
10% slab 

38% wood + basement 
30% slab 
19% don’t know 

More basements and don’t knows in Northeast. 
Fewer slabs. 

Q11 – Importance of floor 
attributes 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.3) 
Low energy bills (6.3) 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.4)* 
Low energy bills (6.4)*14 

No differences 

                                                      
14 ‘*’ indicates results are identical from a statistical standpoint. 
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Q12 – Concrete performance vis-à-
vis floor attributes 

Strength (5.7) 
Durability (5.5) 
Price (5.1) 

Strength (5.9) 
Durability (5.7) 
Price (5.2) 

Concrete floors are perceived to perform more 
poorly on warm in winter (3.8 vs. 4.2), 
environmental friendliness (4.3 vs. 4.6), low 
energy bills (4.1 vs. 4.5) and comfortable to 
walk/sit (3.5 vs. 4.0) in Northeast than in the rest 
of the US.  

Q13 – Wood performance vis-à-vis 
floor attributes  

Ability to repair (5.4) 
Strength (5.3) 
Comfort to walk/sit (5.3) 

Ability to repair (5.6) 
Comfort to walk/sit (5.5) 

No differences 

Q14 – Current wall material 48% wood 
25% don’t know 

52% wood 
22% don’t know 

No differences 

Q15 – Next wall material 35% don’t know 
19% lumber 
10% SIPs, 9% ICFs 

30% don’t know 
22% lumber 
9% SIPs, 9% ICFs 

No differences 

Q4 – Importance of green 
certification in next home purchase 

Mean = 3.5 
11% very important 
47% important 
29% neither/nor 

Mean = 3.5 
14% very important 
41% important 
33% neither/nor 

No differences 

Q16 – Agreement levels on 
materials vs. green attributes 

Wood = green, scarce, 
renewable and recyclable 

Wood = green, scarce, 
renewable,  
 
Steel = recyclable, durable 

No differences 

Q17 – Agreement levels on 
materials vs. green attributes 

 Concrete = low energy costs  

Q18 – Main complaint about 
homes  

Energy costs (4.6) 
Too cold/warm (4.0) 
Not up to green stand. (4.0) 

Energy costs (4.2) 
Not up to green stand. (3.9) 
Too cold/warm (3.7) 

Noisy floors (3.6 vs. 3.0) 
Energy costs (4.6 vs. 4.2)  
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Question - Topic MIDWEST Average (total) Comments 
Q1 – R&R and homebuying 
intentions 

53% R&R past 2 y 
23% plan R&R next y 

51% R&R past 2 y 
21% plan R&R next y 

No differences 

Q2 – Room where most R&R 
expenses are made 

34% Other 
19% Kitchen 
17% Bathroom 

30% Other 
24% Kitchen 
19% Bathroom 

No differences 

Q3 – Most credible info sources Physical examples (4.4) 
Neighbours/relatives (4.1) 
Home center staff (4.1) 

Physical examples (4.5) 
Neighbours/relatives (4.2) 
Home center staff (4.0) 

No differences 

Q5 – Deck (y/n) 51% have decks 38% have decks More decks in Midwest 
Q6 – Current decking material 60% treated lumber 

20% cedar redwood 
8% don’t know 

55% treated lumber 
15% cedar redwood 
9% wood plastic 

No differences 

Q7 – Next decking material 44% wood plastic 
20% treated lumber 
20% don’t know 

36% wood plastic 
21% treated lumber 
21% don’t know 

No differences 

Q8 – Importance of decking 
attributes 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.4) 
Comfortable (6.0) 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.4) 
Comfortable (6.0) 

No differences 

Q9 – Current floor material 61% wood + basement 
19% slab 
11% don’t know 

42% slab 
24% wood + crawl  
23% wood + basement 

More basements and less slabs in Midwest.  

Q10 – Next floor material 67% wood + basement 
11% slab 
21% don’t know 

35% wood + basement 
31% slab 
21% don’t know 

More basements and less slabs in Midwest. 

Q11 – Importance of floor 
attributes 

Strength (6.6) 
Durability (6.4) 
Warm in winter (6.4) 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.4)* 
Low energy bills (6.4)*15 

Warm in winter is (6.4 vs. 5.8) more important in 
Midwest than elsewhere in the US.  

                                                      
15 ‘*’ indicates results are identical from a statistical standpoint. 
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Q12 – Concrete performance vis-à-
vis floor attributes 

Strength (5.9) 
Durability (5.6) 
Price (5.1) 

Strength (5.8) 
Durability (5.7) 
Price (5.2) 

No differences 

Q13 – Wood performance vis-à-vis 
floor attributes  

Ability to repair (5.6) 
Comfort to walk/sit (5.5) 

Ability to repair (5.6) 
Comfort to walk/sit (5.4) 

No differences 

Q14 – Current wall material 63% wood 
21% don’t know 

50% wood 
23% don’t know 

No differences 

Q15 – Next wall material 35% don’t know 
21% lumber 
9% ICFs, 10% SIPs 

29% don’t know 
23% lumber 
9% ICFs, 9% SIPs 

No differences 

Q4 – Importance of green 
certification in next home purchase 

Mean = 3.4 
9% very important 
41% important 
39% neither/nor 

Mean = 3.5 
14% very important 
41% important 
33% neither/nor 

No differences 

Q16 – Agreement levels on 
materials vs. green attributes 

Wood = green, scarce and 
renewable 

Wood = green, scarce, 
renewable 
Steel = recyclable and 
durable 

Concrete can be recycled (4.7 vs. 4.3) had a 
greater agreement level in the Midwest region 
compared to the rest of the US.  

Q17 – Agreement levels on 
materials vs. green attributes 

 Concrete = low energy costs  

Q18 – Main complaint about 
homes  

Energy costs (4.2) 
Not up to green stand. (4.0) 
Too cold/warm (3.8) 

Energy costs (4.2) 
Not up to green stand. (3.9) 
Too cold/warm (3.7) 

Noisy floors (3.4 vs. 3.0) 
Floors too soft (2.5 vs. 2.1) 
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Question - Topic WEST Average (total) Comments 
Q1 – R&R and homebuying 
intentions 

52% R&R past 2 y 
18% plan R&R next y 

51% R&R past 2 y 
22% plan R&R next y 

No differences 

Q2 – Room where most R&R 
expenses are made 

32% Other 
25% Kitchen 
18% Bathroom 

30% Other 
23% Kitchen 
18% Bathroom 

No differences 

Q3 – Most credible info sources Physical examples (4.4) 
Neighbours/relatives (4.4) 
Home center staff (4.0) 

Physical examples (4.5) 
Neighbours/relatives (4.1) 
Home center staff (4.0) 

No differences 

Q5 – Deck (y/n) 33% have decks 43% have decks Fewer decks in West region 
Q6 – Current decking material 40% treated lumber 

20% cedar redwood 
13% wood plastic 

61% treated lumber 
14% cedar redwood 
7% wood plastic 

Less treated lumber used in West. More non-
treated wood and wood plastic.  

Q7 – Next decking material 41% wood plastic 
19% don’t know  
18% treated lumber 

37% wood plastic 
22% treated lumber 
22% don’t know 

No differences 

Q8 – Importance of decking 
attributes 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.4) 
Comfortable (6.0) 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.3) 
Comfortable (6.1) 

No differences 

Q9 – Current floor material 39% slab 
27% wood + crawl  
23% wood + basement 

38% slab 
31% wood + basement 
20% wood + crawl 

More crawl spaces. Less basements. 

Q10 – Next floor material 35% wood + basement 
27% slab 
23% don’t know 

41% wood + basement 
29% slab 
19% don’t know 

No differences 

Q11 – Importance of floor 
attributes 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.5)  
Low energy bills (6.3) 

Strength (6.5) 
Low energy bills (6.4) 
Durability (6.3) 

Warm in winter (5.8 vs. 6.0) is less important for 
West than the rest of US.  
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Q12 – Concrete performance vis-à-
vis floor attributes 

Strength (5.8) 
Durability (5.7) 
Price (5.2) 

Strength (5.8) 
Durability (5.7) 
Price (5.2) 

Lower perceived performance of concrete floors 
regarding environmental friendliness (4.4 vs. 4.7), 
low energy bills (4.3 vs. 4.5), comfortable to 
walk/sit (3.8 vs. 4.0) and ability to repair (3.4 vs. 
3.7).  

Q13 – Wood performance vis-à-vis 
floor attributes  

Ability to repair (5.6) 
Comfort to walk/sit (5.4) 

Ability to repair (5.6) 
Comfort to walk/sit (5.5) 

Wood floor performance is lesser on price (4.9 vs. 
5.1).  

Q14 – Current wall material 50% wood 
23% don’t know 

56% wood 
21% don’t know 

Less blocks in the West (8% vs. 15%).  

Q15 – Next wall material 28% lumber 
27% don’t know 
7% ICFs, 12% SIPs 

31% don’t know 
20% lumber 
10% ICFs, 8% SIPs  

More lumber in West.  

Q4 – Importance of green 
certification in next home purchase 

Mean = 3.5 
14% very important 
44% important 
27% neither/nor 

Mean = 3.5 
14% very important 
40% important 
35% neither/nor 

No differences 

Q16 – Agreement levels on 
materials vs. green attributes 

Wood = green, scarce and 
renewable 
 
Steel = recyclable and durable 

Wood = green, scarce, 
renewable 
 
Steel = durable 

Concrete contributes to low energy costs (4.6 vs. 
4.9) received lower agreement levels in the West.  

Q17 – Agreement levels on 
materials vs. green attributes 

Concrete = low energy costs   

Q18 – Main complaint about 
homes  

Energy costs (4.2) 
Not up to green stand. (3.9) 
Too cold/warm (3.8) 

Energy costs (4.2) 
Not up to green stand. (4.0) 
Too cold/warm (3.7) 

Crooked walls (2.4 vs. 2.8), mold and mildew 
(2.4 vs. 2.7), house is too noisy (2.8 vs. 3.1), floor 
is too soft (1.9 vs. 2.3), floor is too hard (2.4 vs. 
2.6) and maintenance requirements (2.8 vs. 3.2) 
all received lower scores in the West.  
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Question - Topic SOUTH Average (total) Comments 
Q1 – R&R and homebuying 
intentions 

49% R&R past 2 y 
21% plan R&R next y 

51% R&R past 2 y 
21% plan R&R next y 

No differences 

Q2 – Room where most R&R 
expenses are made 

28% Other 
23% Kitchen 
20% Bathroom 

32% Other 
24% Kitchen 
17% Bathroom 

No differences 

Q3 – Most credible info sources Physical examples (4.5) 
Neighbours/relatives (4.2) 
Home center staff (4.0) 

Physical examples (4.4) 
Neighbours/relatives (4.2) 
Home center staff (4.0) 

No differences 

Q5 – Deck (y/n) 38% have decks 42% have decks No differences 
Q6 – Current decking material 66% treated lumber 

11% cedar redwood 
7% don’t know 

49% treated lumber 
19% cedar redwood 
12% wood plastic 

More treated lumber in South. Less 
cedar/redwood and wood plastic.  

Q7 – Next decking material 33% wood plastic 
27% treated lumber 
20% don’t know 

42% wood plastic 
22% don’t know  
17% treated lumber 

No differences 

Q8 – Importance of decking 
attributes 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.3) 
Comfortable (6.1) 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.4) 
Comfortable (6.0) 

No differences 

Q9 – Current floor material 49% slab 
23% wood + crawl  
18% wood + basement 

38% wood + basement 
29% slab 
22% wood + crawl 

Fewer basements and more slabs in South.  

Q10 – Next floor material 39% slab  
30% wood + basement 
17% don’t know  

47% wood + basement 
23% don’t know  
19% slab 

Fewer basements and more slabs in South. 

Q11 – Importance of floor 
attributes 

Strength (6.5) 
Low energy bills (6.4) 
Durability (6.3) 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.4)* 
Low energy bills (6.3)*16 

Warm in winter (5.8 vs. 6.0) 

Q12 – Concrete performance vis-à- Strength (5.9) Strength (5.8) Concrete floor performance was rated higher in 

                                                      
16 ‘*’ indicates results are identical from a statistical standpoint. 
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vis floor attributes Durability (5.7) 
Price (5.2) 

Durability (5.6) 
Price (5.2) 

terms of warm in winter (4.4 vs. 4.0), 
environmental friendliness (4.7 vs. 4.5), low 
energy bills (4.7 vs. 4.3) and comfortable to 
walk/sit (4.2 vs. 3.7) in West vs. the rest of the 
US.  

Q13 – Wood performance vis-à-vis 
floor attributes  

Ability to repair (5.6) 
Comfort to walk/sit (5.5) 

Ability to repair (5.6) 
Comfort to walk/sit (5.5) 

No differences 

Q14 – Current wall material 46% wood 
23% don’t know 

56% wood 
22% don’t know 

Less wood and more blocks (19% vs. 8%) in the 
South.  

Q15 – Next wall material 29% don’t know 
20% lumber 
12% concrete blocks 

31% don’t know 
25% lumber 
8% ICFs, 11% SIPs 

More blocks in South (12% vs. 4%).  

Q4 – Importance of green 
certification in next home purchase 

Mean = 3.6 
16% very important 
38% important 
35% neither/nor 

Mean = 3.5 
14% very important 
41% important 
33% neither/nor 

No differences 

Q16 – Agreement levels on 
materials vs. green attributes 

Wood = green, scarce, 
renewable 
 
Steel = recyclable 

Wood = green, scarce, 
renewable 
 
Steel = durable 

Concrete contributes to low energy costs (5.0 vs. 
4.7) 
Concrete is durable (6.0 vs. 5.8) 

Q17 – Agreement levels on 
materials vs. green attributes 

Concrete = low energy costs   

Q18 – Main complaint about 
homes  

Energy costs (4.1) 
Not up to green stand. (4.0) 
Too cold/warm (3.6) 

Energy costs (4.3) 
Not up to green stand. (3.9) 
Too cold/warm (3.8) 

No differences 
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Appendix V 
Metropolitan area profiles 
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Question - Topic ATLANTA Rest of the US Comments 
Q1 – R&R and homebuying 
intentions 

46% R&R past 2 y 
22% plan R&R next y 

51% R&R past 2 y 
21% plan R&R next y 

No differences 

Q2 – Room where most R&R 
expenses are made 

30% Other 
26% Kitchen 
17% Living room 

31% Other 
23% Kitchen 
19% Bathroom 

No differences 

Q3 – Most credible info sources Physical examples (4.6) 
Neighbours/relatives (4.4) 
TV shows/DIY (4.1) 

Physical examples (4.5) 
Neighbours/relatives (4.2) 
Home center staff (4.0) 

No differences 

Q5 – Deck (y/n) 60% have decks 40% have decks More decks in Atlanta than the rest of the US 
Q6 – Current decking material 73% treated lumber 

10% cedar/redwood 
55% treated lumber 
16% cedar redwood 
9% wood plastic 

No differences 

Q7 – Next decking material 40% plastic wood 
30% treated lumber 
17% don’t know 

39% wood plastic 
21% treated lumber 
21% don’t know 

No differences 

Q8 – Importance of decking 
attributes 

Strength (6.7) 
Durability (6.6) 
Comfortable (6.3) 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.4) 
Comfortable (6.0) 

No differences 

Q9 – Current floor material 36% wood + crawl 
26% wood + basement 
22% slab 

37% slab 
29% wood + basement 
22% wood + crawl 

Less slabs in Atlanta 
More wood (primarily over crawl spaces) 

Q10 – Next floor material 44% wood + basement 
20% slab 
16% wood + crawl 

39% wood + basement 
28% slab 
21% don’t know 

No differences 

Q11 – Importance of floor 
attributes 

Strength (6.7) 
Durability (6.5) 
Low energy bills (6.3) 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.4)* 
Low energy bills (6.3)*17 

No differences 

                                                      
17 ‘*’ indicates results are identical from a statistical standpoint. 
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Q12 – Concrete performance vis-à-
vis floor attributes 

Strength (5.7) 
Durability (5.6) 
Price (5.0) 

Strength (5.8) 
Durability (5.7) 
Price (5.2) 

No differences 

Q13 – Wood performance vis-à-vis 
floor attributes  

Ability to repair (5.5) 
Comfort to walk/sit (5.5) 

Ability to repair (5.6) 
Comfort to walk/sit (5.5) 

No differences 

Q14 – Current wall material 48% wood 
24% don’t know 

53% wood 
22% don’t know 

Less block (4% vs. 14% US) & more poured 
concrete (12% vs. 4% US) in Atlanta. More ICFs 
used in Atlanta (4% vs. 1% in US).    

Q15 – Next wall material 28% lumber 
26% don’t know 
20% SIPs/ICFs 

30% don’t know 
22% lumber 
19% SIPs/ICFs 

No differences 

Q4 – Importance of green 
certification in next home purchase 

Mean = 3.2  
10% very important 
30% important 
42% neither/nor 

Mean = 3.5 
14% very important 
41% important 
33% neither/nor 

No differences 

Q16 – Agreement levels on 
materials vs. green attributes 

Wood = green, renewable and 
scarce 
 

Wood = green, renewable, 
helps lower CO2 emissions 
and scarce 
Steel = can be recycled and 
durable 

No differences 

Q17 – Agreement levels on 
materials vs. green attributes 

 Concrete = low energy costs  No differences 

Q18 – Main complaint about 
homes  

Energy costs (4.0) 
Not up to green stand. (3.9) 
Other (3.6) 

Energy costs (4.2) 
Not up to green stand. (3.9) 
Too cold/warm (3.7) 

No differences 
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Question - Topic AUSTIN Rest of the US Comments 
Q1 – R&R and homebuying 
intentions 

50% R&R past 2 y 
24% plan R&R next y 

51% R&R past 2 y 
21% plan R&R next y 

No differences 

Q2 – Room where most R&R 
expenses are made 

28% Other 
24% Bathroom 
20% Bedroom 

31% Other 
23% Kitchen 
18% Bathroom 

Bathrooms and bedrooms are top two rooms 
where R&R was/will be done. Kitchens only 12% 
in Austin.  

Q3 – Most credible info sources Neighbours (4.5) 
Physical examples (4.5) 
Home center staff (4.0) 

Physical examples (4.5) 
Neighbours/relatives (4.2) 
Home center staff (4.0) 

No differences 

Q5 – Deck (y/n) 38% have decks 40% have decks No differences 
Q6 – Current decking material 63% treated lumber 

16% cedar redwood 
5% wood plastic 

55% treated lumber 
16% cedar redwood 
9% wood plastic 

No differences 

Q7 – Next decking material 26% wood plastic 
21% treated lumber 
21% don’t know 

39% wood plastic 
21% treated lumber 
21% don’t know 

No differences 

Q8 – Importance of decking 
attributes 

Strength (6.4) 
Durability (6.4) 
Price (6.0) 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.4) 
Comfortable (6.0) 

No differences 

Q9 – Current floor material 58% slabs 
24% wood + crawl 
12% wood + basement 

37% slab 
29% wood + basement 
22% wood + crawl 

No differences 

Q10 – Next floor material 44% slab 
24% wood + basement 
18% don’t know 

39% wood + basement 
28% slab 
21% don’t know 

No differences 

Q11 – Importance of floor 
attributes 

Strength (6.6) 
Lower energy bills (6.4) 
Durability (6.3) 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.4)* 
Low energy bills (6.3)*18 

No differences 

                                                      
18 ‘*’ indicates results are identical from a statistical standpoint. 
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Q12 – Concrete performance vis-à-
vis floor attributes 

Strength (5.8) 
Durability (5.6) 
Price (5.2) 

Strength (5.8) 
Durability (5.7) 
Price (5.2) 

No differences 

Q13 – Wood performance vis-à-vis 
floor attributes  

Ability to repair (5.7) 
Comfort to walk/sit (5.5) 

Ability to repair (5.6) 
Comfort to walk/sit (5.5) 

No differences 

Q14 – Current wall material 54% wood 
30% don’t know 

53% wood 
22% don’t know 

No differences 

Q15 – Next wall material 36% don’t know 
22% ICFs, 6% SIPs 
16% lumber 

30% don’t know 
22% lumber 
9% ICFs, 10% SIPs 

0% plan to have concrete walls in their next home 
(vs. 13% for the rest of the US). ICFs positioned 
to gain shares in this market. 

Q4 – Importance of green 
certification in next home purchase 

Mean = 3.6 
16% very important 
44% important 
28% neither/nor 

Mean = 3.5 
14% very important 
41% important 
33% neither/nor 

No differences 

Q16 – Agreement levels on 
materials vs. green attributes 

Wood = scarce 
Steel can be recycled 
 

Wood = green, renewable, 
helps lower CO2 emissions 
and scarce 
Steel = durable 

Austin residents think steel contributes to low 
energy costs (5.2 vs. 4.7 for the rest of the US).  

Q17 – Agreement levels on 
materials vs. green attributes 

 Concrete = low energy costs 
and  

No differences 

Q18 – Main complaint about 
homes  

Energy costs (4.0) 
Not up to green stand. (3.8) 
Too cold/warm (3.4) 

Energy costs (4.2) 
Not up to green stand. (3.9) 
Too cold/warm (3.7) 

No differences 
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Question - Topic CHARLOTTE Rest of the US Comments 
Q1 – R&R and homebuying 
intentions 

44% R&R past 2 y 
24% bought home past 2 y 

51% R&R past 2 y 
21% plan R&R next y 

No differences 

Q2 – Room where most R&R 
expenses are made 

36% Kitchen 
27% Other 
18% Living room 

31% Other 
23% Kitchen 
18% Bathroom 

No differences 

Q3 – Most credible info sources Physical examples (4.5) 
Neighbours/relatives (4.2) 
Home center staff (4.0) 

Physical examples (4.5) 
Neighbours/relatives (4.2) 
Home center staff (4.0) 

No differences 

Q5 – Deck (y/n) 58% have decks 40% have decks More decks in Charlotte than rest of the US 
Q6 – Current decking material 90% treated lumber 

7% don’t know 
3% cedar redwood 

55% treated lumber 
16% cedar redwood 
9% wood plastic 

Much more treated wood used in Charlotte 

Q7 – Next decking material 45% treated lumber 
24% don’t know 
21% wood plastic 

39% wood plastic 
21% treated lumber 
21% don’t know 

No differences 

Q8 – Importance of decking 
attributes 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.4) 
Comfortable (6.0) 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.4) 
Comfortable (6.0) 

No differences 

Q9 – Current floor material 52% wood + crawl 
22% slab 
10% wood + basement 

37% slab 
29% wood + basement 
22% wood + crawl 

Wood frame over crawl spaces much more 
common in Charlotte (52%) than rest of the US. 
Less slab construction (22% vs. 37%). 

Q10 – Next floor material 44% wood + basement 
20% slab 
18% wood + crawl 

39% wood + basement 
28% slab 
21% don’t know 

No differences 

Q11 – Importance of floor 
attributes 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.4) 
Low energy bills (6.4) 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.4)* 
Low energy bills (6.3)*19 

No differences 

                                                      
19 ‘*’ indicates results are identical from a statistical standpoint. 
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Q12 – Concrete performance vis-à-
vis floor attributes 

Strength (5.8) 
Durability (5.7) 
Price (5.2) 

Strength (5.8) 
Durability (5.7) 
Price (5.2) 

No differences 

Q13 – Wood performance vis-à-vis 
floor attributes  

Ability to repair (5.8) 
Comfort to walk/sit (5.8) 
Strength (5.7) 
Warm in winter (5.5) 

Ability to repair (5.6) 
Comfort to walk/sit (5.5) 

Charlotte residents rated wood floors higher than 
the rest of the US on warm in winter, 
comfortable in winter, quietness and strength. 

Q14 – Current wall material 52% wood 
28% wood 

52% wood 
22% don’t know 

No differences 

Q15 – Next wall material 24% don’t know 
26% lumber 
16% no preference 

30% don’t know 
22% lumber 
10% ICFs, 9% SIPs  

No differences 

Q4 – Importance of green 
certification in next home purchase 

Mean = 3.6 
24% very important 
22% important 
44% neither/nor 

Mean = 3.5 
14% very important 
41% important 
33% neither/nor 

No differences 

Q16 – Agreement levels on 
materials vs. green attributes 

Wood = green, renewable and 
scarce 
Steel = durable 

Wood = green, renewable, 
helps lower CO2 emissions 
and scarce 
Steel = durable 

Charlotte rated wood higher on the low energy 
costs (5.1 vs. 4.6 for rest of US) and 
contributes to low GhG emissions (5.4 vs. 4.5 for 
rest of US) attributes.  

Q17 – Agreement levels on 
materials vs. green attributes 

Concrete = low energy costs Concrete = low energy costs   

Q18 – Main complaint about 
homes  

Energy costs (4.2) 
Not up to green stand. (3.9) 
Too cold/warm (3.7) 

Energy costs (4.2) 
Not up to green stand. (3.9) 
Too cold/warm (3.7) 

No differences 
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Question - Topic CHICAGO Rest of the US Comments 
Q1 – R&R and homebuying 
intentions 

52% R&R past 2 y 
16% plan R&R next y 

51% R&R past 2 y 
21% plan R&R next y 

No differences 

Q2 – Room where most R&R 
expenses are made 

23% Other 
23% Bathroom 
Kitchen 

31% Other 
23% Kitchen 
18% Bathroom 

No differences 

Q3 – Most credible info sources Physical examples (4.5) 
Neighbours/relatives (4.2) 
Home center staff (4.0) 

Physical examples (4.5) 
Neighbours/relatives (4.2) 
Home center staff (4.0) 

No differences 

Q5 – Deck (y/n) 34% have decks 40% have decks No differences 
Q6 – Current decking material 65% treated lumber 

24% cedar redwood 
12% wood plastic 

55% treated lumber 
16% cedar redwood 
9% wood plastic 

No differences 

Q7 – Next decking material 41% wood plastic 
24% don’t know 
18% treated lumber 

39% wood plastic 
21% treated lumber 
21% don’t know 

No differences 

Q8 – Importance of decking 
attributes 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.3) 
Comfortable (6.1) 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.4) 
Comfortable (6.0) 

No differences 

Q9 – Current floor material 48% wood + basement 
22% slab 
14 wood + crawl 

37% slab 
29% wood + basement 
22% wood + crawl 

Wood frame over basement much more common 
in Chicago (48%) than rest of the US. Less slab 
construction (22% vs. 37%). 

Q10 – Next floor material 56% wood + basement 
28% don’t know 
12% slab 

39% wood + basement 
28% slab 
21% don’t know 

Much more wood + basement in Chicago (+17%) 
than rest of US. Less slabs.  

Q11 – Importance of floor 
attributes 

Strength (6.7) 
Durability (6.4) 
Warm in winter (6.3) 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.4)* 
Low energy bills (6.3)*20 

Warm in winter (6.3) is more valued by 
Chicagoans than in rest of US (5.9). 

                                                      
20 ‘*’ indicates results are identical from a statistical standpoint. 
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Q12 – Concrete performance vis-à-
vis floor attributes 

Strength (6.1) 
Durability (5.9) 
Price (5.4) 
Env. friendly (5.2) 

Strength (5.8) 
Durability (5.7) 
Price (5.2) 

Chicago residents think concrete floors are more 
environmental friendly than the rest of the US 
(5.2 vs. 4.6). They also believe concrete with 
contribute to lower energy bills (5.0 vs. 4.4). 
Chicagoans also think concrete performs better on 
other attributes such as (5.1 vs. 3.8). 

Q13 – Wood performance vis-à-vis 
floor attributes  

Comfort to walk/sit (5.7) 
Strength (5.5) 
Ability to repair (5.5) 

Ability to repair (5.6) 
Comfort to walk/sit (5.5) 

Chicago residents rated the performance of  wood 
floor higher than the rest of the US on the 
quietness/acoustic performance attribute (5.2 vs. 
4.9). 

Q14 – Current wall material 54% wood 
22% don’t know 

53% wood 
22% don’t know 

No differences 

Q15 – Next wall material 34% don’t know 
12% lumber 
6% ICFs, 16% SIPs 

30% don’t know 
22% lumber 
10% ICFs, 9% SIPs 

More SIPs to be used in Chicago than the rest of 
the US. Less lumber and blocks.  

Q4 – Importance of green 
certification in next home purchase 

Mean = 3.6 
14% very important 
46% important 
30% neither/nor 

Mean = 3.5 
14% very important 
41% important 
33% neither/nor 

No differences 

Q16 – Agreement levels on 
materials vs. green attributes 

Wood = scarce and recyclable 
Steel = recyclable 

Wood = green, renewable, 
helps lower CO2 emissions 
and scarce 
Steel = durable 

Chicagoans tend to agree more that concrete is 
renewable (5.0 vs. 4.2) and recyclable (5.0 vs. 
4.3) than rest of US. They also believe that 
‘building with wood helps lower CO2 emissions’ 
in greater proportion (5.1 vs. 4.5). 

Q17 – Agreement levels on 
materials vs. green attributes 

 Concrete = low energy costs   

Q18 – Main complaint about 
homes  

Not up to green stand. (4.3) 
Energy costs (4.1) 
Too cold/warm (4.0) 

Energy costs (4.2) 
Not up to green stand. (3.9) 
Too cold/warm (3.7) 

Chicago residents tend to agree more than the 
average American with the fact that their floors 
are too hard (3.2 vs. 2.5) or too soft (3.0 vs. 2.1). 
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Question - Topic DALLAS Rest of the US Comments 
Q1 – R&R and homebuying 
intentions 

50% R&R past 2 y 
24% plan R&R next y 

51% R&R past 2 y 
21% plan R&R next y 

No differences 

Q2 – Room where most R&R 
expenses are made 

32% Kitchen 
24% Bathroom 
20% Living room 

31% Other 
23% Kitchen 
18% Bathroom 

No differences 

Q3 – Most credible info sources Physical examples (4.7) 
Home center staff (3.8) 
Neighbours/relatives (3.8) 

Physical examples (4.5) 
Neighbours/relatives (4.2) 
Home center staff (4.0) 

No differences 

Q5 – Deck (y/n) 36% have decks 40% have decks No differences 
Q6 – Current decking material 56% treated lumber 

17% cedar redwood 
17% untreated lumber 

55% treated lumber 
16% cedar redwood 
9% wood plastic 

No differences 

Q7 – Next decking material 33% wood plastic 
22% don’t know 
17% treated lumber 
17% cedar redwood 

39% wood plastic 
21% treated lumber 
21% don’t know 

No differences 

Q8 – Importance of decking 
attributes 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.4) 
Comfortable (6.2) 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.4) 
Comfortable (6.0) 

No differences 

Q9 – Current floor material 58% slab 
28% wood + crawl 

37% slab 
29% wood + basement 
22% wood + crawl 

More slabs built in Dallas than in rest of US. 

Q10 – Next floor material 48% slab 
18% don’t know 
16% wood + basement 

39% wood + basement 
28% slab 
21% don’t know 

More slabs to be built in Dallas than in rest of 
US. Much less wood + basements.  

Q11 – Importance of floor 
attributes 

Strength (6.6) 
Durability (6.5) 
Low energy bills (6.5) 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.4)* 
Low energy bills (6.3)*21 

No differences 

                                                      
21 ‘*’ indicates results are identical from a statistical standpoint. 
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Q12 – Concrete performance vis-à-
vis floor attributes 

Strength (5.8) 
Durability (5.7) 
Price (5.2) 

Strength (5.8) 
Durability (5.7) 
Price (5.2) 

No differences 

Q13 – Wood performance vis-à-vis 
floor attributes  

Ability to repair (5.5) 
Strength (5.5) 

Ability to repair (5.6) 
Comfort to walk/sit (5.5) 

No differences 

Q14 – Current wall material 62% wood 
24% don’t know 

53% wood 
22% don’t know 

More wood used in Dallas than rest of US. Less 
blocks.  

Q15 – Next wall material 38% don’t know 
24% lumber 
2% ICFs, 8% SIPs 

30% don’t know 
22% lumber 
10% ICFs, 9% SIPs 

No differences 

Q4 – Importance of green 
certification in next home purchase 

Mean = 3.7 
24% very important 
40% important 
24% neither/nor 

Mean = 3.5 
14% very important 
41% important 
33% neither/nor 

No differences 

Q16 – Agreement levels on 
materials vs. green attributes 

Wood = renewable and scarce 
 
Steel = can be recycled and 
durable 

Wood = green, renewable, 
helps lower CO2 emissions 
and scarce 
 
Steel = durable 

Fewer Dallas residents think steel is growing 
scarce than the rest of the US (3.5 vs. 4.0). They 
are also more inclined to think steel can be 
recycled (6.1 vs. 5.7). More likely to think that 
steel is durable (6.4 vs. 6.0). 

Q17 – Agreement levels on 
materials vs. green attributes 

 Concrete = low energy costs   

Q18 – Main complaint about 
homes  

Energy costs (3.9) 
Not up to green stand. (3.7) 
Too cold/warm (3.5) 

Energy costs (4.2) 
Not up to green stand. (3.9) 
Too cold/warm (3.7) 

Noisy floors, mold and mildew and house being 
too noisy from sounds coming from the outside 
are issues that are less important in Dallas than 
elsewhere in the US.  
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Question - Topic DENVER Rest of the US Comments 
Q1 – R&R and homebuying 
intentions 

46% R&R past 2 y 
12% plan R&R next y 
28% bought home past 2 y 

51% R&R past 2 y 
21% plan R&R next y 

No differences 

Q2 – Room where most R&R 
expenses are made 

26% Kitchen  
26% Bathroom 
26% Other 

31% Other 
23% Kitchen 
18% Bathroom 

No differences 

Q3 – Most credible info sources Physical examples (4.7) 
Neighbours/relatives (4.4) 
Internet/websites (4.2) 

Physical examples (4.5) 
Neighbours/relatives (4.2) 
Homecenter staff (4.0) 

Denver residents are more influenced (4.2) by 
internet/websites than other US residents (3.6).  

Q5 – Deck (y/n) 40% have decks 40% have decks No differences 
Q6 – Current decking material 40% treated lumber 

30% cedar redwood 
15% wood plastic 

55% treated lumber 
16% cedar redwood 
9% wood plastic 

No differences 

Q7 – Next decking material 50% wood plastic 
35% don’t know 
10% cedar redwood 

39% wood plastic 
21% treated lumber 
21% don’t know 

No differences 

Q8 – Importance of decking 
attributes 

Strength (6.7) 
Durability (6.4) 
Appearance (6.1) 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.4) 
Comfortable (6.0) 

No differences 

Q9 – Current floor material 46% wood + basement 
28% wood + crawl 
16% slab 

37% slab 
29% wood + basement 
22% wood + crawl 

More wood floors over basements. Less slabs. 

Q10 – Next floor material 58% wood + basement 
24% don’t know  
12% wood + crawl 

39% wood + basement 
28% slab 
21% don’t know 

More wood floors over basements and crawl 
spaces. Less slabs. 

Q11 – Importance of floor 
attributes 

Strength (6.6) 
Durability (6.4) 
Low energy bills (6.3) 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.4)* 
Low energy bills (6.3)*22 

No differences 

                                                      
22 ‘*’ indicates results are identical from a statistical standpoint. 
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Q12 – Concrete performance vis-à-
vis floor attributes 

Strength (5.8) 
Durability (5.6) 
Price (5.2) 

Strength (5.8) 
Durability (5.7) 
Price (5.2) 

No differences 

Q13 – Wood performance vis-à-vis 
floor attributes  

Ability to repair (5.7) 
Comfort to walk/sit (5.5) 

Ability to repair (5.6) 
Comfort to walk/sit (5.5) 

No differences 

Q14 – Current wall material 52% wood 
28% don’t know 

53% wood 
22% don’t know 

No differences 

Q15 – Next wall material 36% don’t know 
22% lumber 
2% ICFs, 16% SIPs 

30% don’t know 
22% lumber 
10 ICFs, 9% SIPs 

More SIPS (16% vs. 9%) and poured concrete 
(12% vs. 4%) than rest of US. Less ICFs (2% vs. 
10%). 

Q4 – Importance of green 
certification in next home purchase 

Mean = 3.4 
16% very important 
38% important 
26% neither/nor 

Mean = 3.5 
14% very important 
41% important 
33% neither/nor 

No differences 

Q16 – Agreement levels on 
materials vs. green attributes 

Wood = renewable Wood = green, renewable, 
helps lower CO2 emissions 
and scarce 
Steel = durable 

Denver residents agree less with ‘Wood is 
growing scarce’ (4.3 vs. 4.9) and ‘Steel helps 
lower CO2 emissions’ (4.0 vs. 4.6) than rest of 
US. 

Q17 – Agreement levels on 
materials vs. green attributes 

 Concrete = low energy costs   

Q18 – Main complaint about 
homes  

Energy costs (4.3) 
Too cold/warm (3.9) 
Not up to green stand. (3.8) 

Energy costs (4.2) 
Not up to green stand. (3.9) 
Too cold/warm (3.7) 

No differences 
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Question - Topic DETROIT Rest of the US Comments 
Q1 – R&R and homebuying 
intentions 

48% R&R past 2 y 
26% plan R&R next y 

51% R&R past 2 y 
21% plan R&R next y 

No differences 

Q2 – Room where most R&R 
expenses are made 

33% Other 
21% Bathroom 
13% each for Kitchen, Living 
room and Deck 

31% Other 
23% Kitchen 
18% Bathroom 

No differences 

Q3 – Most credible info sources Physical examples (4.4) 
Neighbours/relatives (4.4) 
Home center staff (4.2) 

Physical examples (4.5) 
Neighbours/relatives (4.2) 
Home center staff (4.0) 

No differences 

Q5 – Deck (y/n) 46% have decks 40% have decks No differences 
Q6 – Current decking material 74% treated lumber 

17% cedar redwood 
9% other 

55% treated lumber 
16% cedar redwood 
9% wood plastic 

No differences 

Q7 – Next decking material 48% wood plastic 
17% treated lumber 
13% other 

39% wood plastic 
21% treated lumber 
21% don’t know 

No differences 

Q8 – Importance of decking 
attributes 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.5) 
Comfortable (6.2) 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.4) 
Comfortable (6.0) 

No differences 

Q9 – Current floor material 60% wood + basement 
16% slab 
14% wood + crawl 

37% slab 
29% wood + basement 
22% wood + crawl 

More wood floors on basements in Detroit. Less 
slabs than the rest of the US. 

Q10 – Next floor material 72% wood + basement 
12% slab 
12% don’t know 

39% wood + basement 
28% slab 
21% don’t know 

More wood floors on basements in Detroit. Less 
slabs than the rest of the US. 

Q11 – Importance of floor 
attributes 

Strength (6.6) 
Durability (6.5) 
Low energy bills (6.4) 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.4)* 
Low energy bills (6.3)*23 

Warmth in winter is much more important for 
Detroit residents (6.3) than residents from the rest 
of the US (5.9). 

                                                      
23 ‘*’ indicates results are identical from a statistical standpoint. 
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Q12 – Concrete performance vis-à-
vis floor attributes 

Strength (5.8) 
Durability (5.5) 
Price (4.9) 

Strength (5.8) 
Durability (5.7) 
Price (5.2) 

Concrete floors are perceived to perform less well 
on the ‘Warmth in winter’ attribute than in the 
rest of the US (3.7 vs. 4.2). 

Q13 – Wood performance vis-à-vis 
floor attributes  

Ability to repair (5.7) 
Comfort to walk/sit (5.6) 

Ability to repair (5.6) 
Comfort to walk/sit (5.5) 

No differences 

Q14 – Current wall material 62% wood 
28% don’t know 

53% wood 
22% don’t know 

No differences 

Q15 – Next wall material 34% don’t know 
16% lumber 
12% ICFs, 10% SIPs 

30% don’t know 
22% lumber 
10% ICFs, 9% SIPs 

No differences 

Q4 – Importance of green 
certification in next home purchase 

Mean = 3.3 
2% very important 
46% important 
40% neither/nor 

Mean = 3.5 
14% very important 
41% important 
33% neither/nor 

No differences 

Q16 – Agreement levels on 
materials vs. green attributes 

Wood = renewable, scarce Wood = green, renewable, 
helps lower CO2 emissions 
and scarce 
Steel = durable 

Concrete contributes to low energy costs for 
homeowners received a lower score in Detroit 
than in the rest of the US (4.4 vs. 4.9).  
 

Q17 – Agreement levels on 
materials vs. green attributes 

 Concrete = low energy costs  Building with concrete helps lower CO2 
emissions received a lower score in Detroit than 
in the rest of the US (4.2 vs. 4.7). 

Q18 – Main complaint about 
homes  

Energy costs (4.4) 
Not up to green stand. (4.1) 
Too cold/warm (4.0) 

Energy costs (4.2) 
Not up to green stand. (3.9) 
Too cold/warm (3.7) 

No differences 
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Question - Topic HOUSTON Rest of the US Comments 
Q1 – R&R and homebuying 
intentions 

46% R&R past 2 y 
24% plan R&R next y 

51% R&R past 2 y 
21% plan R&R next y 

No differences 

Q2 – Room where most R&R 
expenses are made 

30% Kitchen 
30% Bathroom 
17% Deck 

31% Other 
23% Kitchen 
18% Bathroom 

No differences 

Q3 – Most credible info sources Physical examples (4.7) 
Neighbours/relatives (4.4) 
Internet/websites (4.1) 

Physical examples (4.5) 
Neighbours/relatives (4.2) 
Home center staff (4.0) 

‘Phone or in-person solicitation’ (2.5 vs. 2.0) and 
‘Celebrity endorsements’ (2.0 vs. 1.7) have more 
influence on Houston than elsewhere in the US. 

Q5 – Deck (y/n) 26% have decks 40% have decks Less decks in Houston 
Q6 – Current decking material 62% treated lumber 

15% cedar redwood 
15% concrete 

55% treated lumber 
16% cedar redwood 
9% wood plastic 

No differences 

Q7 – Next decking material 31% wood plastic 
31% cedar redwood 
15% concrete 

39% wood plastic 
21% treated lumber 
21% don’t know 

No differences 

Q8 – Importance of decking 
attributes 

Strength (6.4) 
Durability (6.2) 
Comfortable (6.0) 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.4) 
Comfortable (6.0) 

No differences 

Q9 – Current floor material 64% slab 
14% wood + crawl 
10% wood + basement 

37% slab 
29% wood + basement 
22% wood + crawl 

More slab construction in Houston 

Q10 – Next floor material 48% slab 
28% wood + basement 
12% don’t know 

39% wood + basement 
28% slab 
21% don’t know 

More slab and less wood over basements.  

Q11 – Importance of floor 
attributes 

Low energy bills (6.4) 
Strength (6.3) 
Durability (6.2) 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.4)* 
Low energy bills (6.3)*24 

No differences 

                                                      
24 ‘*’ indicates results are identical from a statistical standpoint. 
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Q12 – Concrete performance vis-à-
vis floor attributes 

Strength (5.9) 
Durability (5.8) 
Price (5.6) 

Strength (5.8) 
Durability (5.7) 
Price (5.2) 

Houston rated concrete floor performance higher 
than elsewhere in the US for the following 
attributes: Price (5.6 vs. 5.1), Warm in winter (4.9 
vs. 4.1), Environmental friendliness (5.1 vs. 4.6), 
Low energy bills (5.2 vs. 4.4), Comfortable to 
walk/sit on (4.7 vs. 3.9) and Ability to repair (4.6 
vs. 3.6) 

Q13 – Wood performance vis-à-vis 
floor attributes  

Comfort to walk/sit (5.6)  
Ability to repair (5.6) 

Ability to repair (5.6) 
Comfort to walk/sit (5.5) 

Houston rated wood floor performance higher 
than elsewhere in the US for quietness/acoustic 
performance (5.2 vs. 4.9).  

Q14 – Current wall material 64% wood 
24% don’t know 

53% wood 
22% don’t know 

No differences 

Q15 – Next wall material 30% don’t know 
24% lumber 
12% ICFs, 8% SIPs 

30% don’t know 
22% lumber 
10% ICFs, 9% SIPs  

No differences 

Q4 – Importance of green 
certification in next home purchase 

Mean = 3.7 
14% very important 
42% important 
42% neither/nor 

Mean = 3.5 
14% very important 
41% important 
33% neither/nor 

No differences 

Q16 – Agreement levels on 
materials vs. green attributes 

Wood = scarce Wood = green, renewable, 
helps lower CO2 emissions 
and scarce 
Steel = durable 

Houston residents agree more than the rest of the 
US that wood is growing scarce (5.4 vs. 4.8).  
 

Q17 – Agreement levels on 
materials vs. green attributes 

 Concrete = low energy costs  Houston homeowners rated concrete well on 
‘Concrete is a renewable building material’ (4.8 
vs. 4.3), ‘Concrete contributes to low energy 
costs’ (5.3 vs. 4.8) and ‘Building with concrete 
helps lower CO2 emissions’ (5.2 vs. 4.7). 

Q18 – Main complaint about 
homes  

Not up to green stand. (4.5) 
Energy costs (4.4) 
Too cold/warm (4.1) 

Energy costs (4.2) 
Not up to green stand. (3.9) 
Too cold/warm (3.7) 

Houston homeowners rated ‘Crooked walls’ (3.4 
vs. 2.6), ‘House is too noisy’ (3.8 vs. 3.0) and 
‘Floor is too hard’ (3.1 vs. 2.5) as being more 
problematic than elsewhere in the US. 
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Question - Topic LAS VEGAS Rest of the US Comments 
Q1 – R&R and homebuying 
intentions 

34% R&R past 2 y 
28% bought home past 2 y 

51% R&R past 2 y 
21% plan R&R next y 

44% of Las Vegas homeowners have bought a 
home recently or plan to buy one in the short-
term (vs. 27% rest of US).  

Q2 – Room where most R&R 
expenses are made 

35% Other 
35% Kitchen 
 

31% Other 
23% Kitchen 
18% Bathroom 

No differences 

Q3 – Most credible info sources Physical examples (4.2) 
Home center staff (4.1) 
Neighbours/relatives (4.0) 

Physical examples (4.5) 
Neighbours/relatives (4.2) 
Home center staff (4.0) 

No differences 

Q5 – Deck (y/n) 12% have decks 40% have decks Much less decks are built in Las Vegas. 
Q6 – Current decking material 33% wood plastic 

33% don’t know 
17% concrete 

55% treated lumber 
16% cedar redwood 
9% wood plastic 

More wood plastic and concrete in Las Vegas 

Q7 – Next decking material 50% plastic wood 
17% treated lumber 
17% untreated lumber  

39% wood plastic 
21% treated lumber 
21% don’t know 

No differences 

Q8 – Importance of decking 
attributes 

Strength (6.1) 
Durability (6.0) 
Comfortable (5.8) 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.4) 
Comfortable (6.0) 

Durability (6.0 vs. 6.4) and strength (6.1 vs. 6.5) 
are less important to Las Vegas homeowners than 
elsewhere in the country.  

Q9 – Current floor material 58% slab 
16% wood + basement 
12% wood + crawl 

37% slab 
29% wood + basement 
22% wood + crawl 

More concrete and less wood than elsewhere in 
the country. 

Q10 – Next floor material 48% slab 
22% wood + basement 
18% don’t know 

39% wood + basement 
28% slab 
21% don’t know 

More slabs and less wood over basements than 
elsewhere in the country.  

Q11 – Importance of floor 
attributes 

Strength (6.3) 
Durability (6.3) 
Low energy bills (6.3) 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.4)* 
Low energy bills (6.3)*25 

Warm in winter is less important in Las Vegas 
than elsewhere in the country (5.4 vs. 5.9).  

                                                      
25 ‘*’ indicates results are identical from a statistical standpoint. 
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Q12 – Concrete performance vis-à-
vis floor attributes 

Strength (5.9) 
Durability (5.9) 
Price (5.2) 

Strength (5.8) 
Durability (5.7) 
Price (5.2) 

No differences 

Q13 – Wood performance vis-à-vis 
floor attributes  

Ability to repair (5.3) 
Comfort to walk/sit (5.1) 

Ability to repair (5.6) 
Comfort to walk/sit (5.5) 

Las Vegas residents rated Price (4.5 vs. 5.1),  
Warm in winter (4.7 vs. 5.1) and Quietness (4.4 
vs. 4.9) lower than the rest of metro markets.  

Q14 – Current wall material 56% wood 
24% don’t know 

53% wood 
22% don’t know 

No differences 

Q15 – Next wall material 28% lumber 
26% don’t know 
10% ICFs, 6% SIPs 

30% don’t know 
22% lumber 
10% ICFs, 9% SIPs  

No differences 

Q4 – Importance of green 
certification in next home purchase 

Mean = 3.5 
12% very important 
50% important 
20% neither/nor 

Mean = 3.5 
14% very important 
41% important 
33% neither/nor 

No differences 

Q16 – Agreement levels on 
materials vs. green attributes 

Wood = scarce 
 
Steel = durable 

Wood = green, renewable, 
helps lower CO2 emissions 
and scarce 
Steel = durable 

 

Q17 – Agreement levels on 
materials vs. green attributes 

 Concrete = low energy costs   

Q18 – Main complaint about 
homes  

Energy costs (4.2) 
Not up to green stand. (3.9) 
Too cold/warm (3.7) 

Energy costs (4.2) 
Not up to green stand. (3.9) 
Too cold/warm (3.7) 

Noisy floors are less of an issue in Las Vegas 
than elsewhere in the US (2.3 vs. 3.1). 
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Question - Topic LOS ANGELES Rest of the US Comments 
Q1 – R&R and homebuying 
intentions 

54% R&R past 2 y 
24% plan R&R next y 

51% R&R past 2 y 
21% plan R&R next y 

No differences 

Q2 – Room where most R&R 
expenses are made 

37% Other 
26% Kitchen 
19% Living room 

31% Other 
23% Kitchen 
18% Bathroom 

No differences 

Q3 – Most credible info sources Physical examples (4.7) 
Neighbours/relatives (4.6) 
TV shows/DIY (4.3) 

Physical examples (4.5) 
Neighbours/relatives (4.2) 
Home center staff (4.0) 

Company mailouts (3.6 vs. 3.1) 
TV shows/DIY network (4.3 vs. 3.7) 
Phone/in-person solicitation (2.6 vs. 2.0) 

Q5 – Deck (y/n) 30% have decks 40% have decks No differences 
Q6 – Current decking material 47% treated lumber 

27% concrete 
55% treated lumber 
16% cedar redwood 
9% wood plastic 

Concrete is much more used in LA than 
elsewhere in the US (27% vs. 4%).  

Q7 – Next decking material 33% Wood plastic 
20% Treated lumber 
20% Concrete  

39% wood plastic 
21% treated lumber 
21% don’t know 

No differences 

Q8 – Importance of decking 
attributes 

Durability (6.6) 
Strength (6.5) 
Comfortable (6.2) 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.4) 
Comfortable (6.0) 

No differences 

Q9 – Current floor material 48% slab 
26% wood + crawl  
18% wood + basement 

37% slab 
29% wood + basement 
22% wood + crawl 

No differences 

Q10 – Next floor material 32% wood + basement 
28% slab 
22% wood + crawl 

39% wood + basement 
28% slab 
21% don’t know 

No differences 

Q11 – Importance of floor 
attributes 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.4) 
Low energy bills (6.4) 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.4)* 
Low energy bills (6.3)*26 

Los Angeles residents value Quietness (6.3 vs. 
5.8), Ability to repair (6.5 vs. 6.1) and Other (5.7 
vs. 3.8) attributes more than other US residents. 

                                                      
26 ‘*’ indicates results are identical from a statistical standpoint. 
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Q12 – Concrete performance vis-à-
vis floor attributes 

Strength (5.8) 
Durability (5.7) 
Price (5.2) 

Strength (5.8) 
Durability (5.7) 
Price (5.2) 

No differences 

Q13 – Wood performance vis-à-vis 
floor attributes  

Ability to repair (5.6) 
Comfort to walk/sit (5.5) 

Ability to repair (5.6) 
Comfort to walk/sit (5.5) 

No differences 

Q14 – Current wall material 68% wood 
12% don’t know 

53% wood 
22% don’t know 

No differences 

Q15 – Next wall material 30% lumber 
22% don’t know 
8% ICFs, 12% SIPs  

30% don’t know 
22% lumber 
10% ICFs, 9% SIPs 

No differences 

Q4 – Importance of green 
certification in next home purchase 

Mean = 3.5 
14% very important 
48% important 
18% neither/nor 

Mean = 3.5 
14% very important 
41% important 
33% neither/nor 

No differences 

Q16 – Agreement levels on 
materials vs. green attributes 

Wood = renewable and scarce Wood = green, renewable, 
helps lower CO2 emissions 
and scarce 
Steel = durable 

Concrete can be recycled (4.9 vs. 4.3) 
Steel contributes to low energy costs (5.2 vs. 4.7) 
Steel is a durable building material (6.4 vs. 6.0) 

Q17 – Agreement levels on 
materials vs. green attributes 

 Concrete = low energy costs   

Q18 – Main complaint about 
homes  

Energy costs (4.4) 
Not up to green stand. (4.1) 
Too cold/warm (4.0) 

Energy costs (4.2) 
Not up to green stand. (3.9) 
Too cold/warm (3.7) 

No differences 
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Question - Topic MIAMI Rest of the US Comments 
Q1 – R&R and homebuying 
intentions 

44% R&R past 2 y 
24% plan R&R next y 

51% R&R past 2 y 
21% plan R&R next y 

No differences 

Q2 – Room where most R&R 
expenses are made 

36% Other 
23% Bathroom  
18% Kitchen 

31% Other 
23% Kitchen 
18% Bathroom 

No differences 

Q3 – Most credible info sources Physical examples (4.5) 
Neighbours/relatives (4.1) 
Home center staff (4.1) 

Physical examples (4.5) 
Neighbours/relatives (4.2) 
Home center staff (4.0) 

Miami homeowners are more influenced by 
celebrities than the rest of the US (2.1 vs. 1.7).  

Q5 – Deck (y/n) 24% have decks 40% have decks Less decks than elsewhere in the US.  
Q6 – Current decking material 50% treated lumber 

25% don’t know 
55% treated lumber 
16% cedar redwood 
9% wood plastic 

Greater proportion of people who do not know 
which material was used to build their deck. 

Q7 – Next decking material 50% treated lumber 
17% wood plastic 
17% don’t know 

39% wood plastic 
21% treated lumber 
21% don’t know 

No differences 

Q8 – Importance of decking 
attributes 

Strength (5.9) 
Durability (5.8) 
Appearance (5.6) 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.4) 
Comfortable (6.0) 

Miami residents gave less importance to 
Appearance (5.6 vs. 6.0), Easy installation (4.8 
vs. 5.4), Comfortable to walk/sit on (5.5 vs. 6.1), 
Durability (5.8 vs. 6.4) and Strength (5.9 vs. 6.5).  

Q9 – Current floor material 66% slab 
16% wood + crawl 
10% wood + basement 

37% slab 
29% wood + basement 
22% wood + crawl 

More slabs. Less wood. 

Q10 – Next floor material 54% slab 
24% wood + basement 
14% don’t know 

39% wood + basement 
28% slab 
21% don’t know 

More slabs. Less wood over basements. 

Q11 – Importance of floor 
attributes 

Strength (6.3) 
Durability (6.0) 
Low energy bills (5.9) 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.4)* 
Low energy bills (6.3)*27 

Miami showed lower importance scores for six 
attributes including price (5.4 vs. 5.9), warm in 
winter (4.7 vs. 6.0), low energy bills (5.9 vs. 6.4), 

                                                      
27 ‘*’ indicates results are identical from a statistical standpoint. 
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comfortable to walk/sit (5.5 vs. 5.9), durability 
(6.0 vs. 6.4) and strength/structural integrity (6.3 
vs. 6.6).  

Q12 – Concrete performance vis-à-
vis floor attributes 

Strength (6.2) 
Durability (6.0) 
Price (5.3) 

Strength (5.8) 
Durability (5.7) 
Price (5.2) 

Miami residents rated concrete floors higher than 
the rest of the country on the following: 
environmental friendliness (5.1 vs. 4.6), low 
energy bills (4.9 vs. 4.4), comfortable to walk/sit 
(4.6 vs. 3.9) and ability to repair (4.3 vs. 3.6).  

Q13 – Wood performance vis-à-vis 
floor attributes  

Ability to repair (5.3) 
Comfort to walk/sit (5.2) 

Ability to repair (5.6) 
Comfort to walk/sit (5.5) 

Miami residents rated wood floors lower than the 
rest of the country on the following: warm in 
winter (4.8 vs. 5.1), low energy bills (4.5 vs. 4.9) 
and strength (4.8 vs. 5.4).  

Q14 – Current wall material 40% concrete blocks 
28% wood 

53% wood 
22% don’t know 

More concrete and less wood used in Miami than 
in the rest of the country. 

Q15 – Next wall material 32% concrete blocks 
12% lumber 
12% ICFs, 8% SIPs 

30% don’t know 
22% lumber 
10% ICFs, 9% SIPs 

More concrete and less wood likely to be used in 
Miami than in the rest of the country in future 
wall construction. 

Q4 – Importance of green 
certification in next home purchase 

Mean = 3.6 
16% very important 
44% important 
32% neither/nor 

Mean = 3.5 
14% very important 
41% important 
33% neither/nor 

No differences 

Q16 – Agreement levels on 
materials vs. green attributes 

Wood = scarce Wood = green, renewable, 
helps lower CO2 emissions 
and scarce 
Steel = durable 

Wood is not seen as durable as elsewhere in the 
country (4.5 vs. 5.2).  

Q17 – Agreement levels on 
materials vs. green attributes 

 Concrete = low energy costs   

Q18 – Main complaint about 
homes  

Not up to green stand. (4.2) 
Energy costs (4.2) 
Too cold/warm (3.5) 

Energy costs (4.2) 
Not up to green stand. (3.9) 
Too cold/warm (3.7) 

No differences 
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Question - Topic MINNEAPOLIS Rest of the US Comments 
Q1 – R&R and homebuying 
intentions 

58% R&R past 2 y 
26% plan R&R next y 

51% R&R past 2 y 
21% plan R&R next y 

No differences 

Q2 – Room where most R&R 
expenses are made 

45% Other 
24% Kitchen 

31% Other 
23% Kitchen 
18% Bathroom 

No differences 

Q3 – Most credible info sources Physical examples (4.4) 
Home center staff (4.1) 
Neighbours/relatives (3.9) 
 

Physical examples (4.5) 
Neighbours/relatives (4.2) 
Home center staff (4.0) 

Ad in magazine (2.5 vs. 3.1), TV/DIY network 
(3.1 vs. 3.8) and interior designers (2.2 vs. 2.8) 
rated lower in Minneapolis than elsewhere in the 
country.  

Q5 – Deck (y/n) 74% have decks 40% have decks More decks in Minneapolis 
Q6 – Current decking material 49% treated lumber 

19% cedar redwood 
16% don’t know 

57% treated lumber 
15% cedar redwood 
9% wood plastic 

No differences 

Q7 – Next decking material 43% wood plastic 
22% treated lumber 
22% don’t know 

37% wood plastic 
21% treated lumber 
21% don’t know 

No differences 

Q8 – Importance of decking 
attributes 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.3) 
Comfortable (5.9) 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.4) 
Comfortable (6.0) 

Quietness is less important in Minneapolis than 
the rest of the country (4.6 vs. 5.1). 
 

Q9 – Current floor material 74% wood + basement 
12% slab 
10% wood + crawl 

37% slab 
29% wood + basement 
22% wood + crawl 

More wood + basement and less slab in current 
floors. 

Q10 – Next floor material 74% wood + basement 
16% don’t know 
8% slab 

39% wood + basement 
28% slab 
21% don’t know 

More wood + basement and less slab in next 
floors. 

Q11 – Importance of floor 
attributes 

Strength (6.4) 
Warm in winter (6.4) 
Low energy bills (6.4) 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.4)* 
Low energy bills (6.3)*28 

Warm in winter is much more important in 
Minneapolis than in the rest of the US (6.4 vs. 
5.9). 

                                                      
28 ‘*’ indicates results are identical from a statistical standpoint. 
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Q12 – Concrete performance vis-à-
vis floor attributes 

Strength (5.8) 
Durability (5.4) 
Price (4.8) 

Strength (5.8) 
Durability (5.7) 
Price (5.2) 

No differences 

Q13 – Wood performance vis-à-vis 
floor attributes  

Ability to repair (5.5) 
Comfort to walk/sit (5.4) 

Ability to repair (5.6) 
Comfort to walk/sit (5.5) 

No differences 

Q14 – Current wall material 72% wood 
14% don’t know 

53% wood 
22% don’t know 

No differences 

Q15 – Next wall material 38% don’t know 
34% lumber 
8% ICFs, 4% SIPs 

30% don’t know 
22% lumber 
10% ICFs, 9% SIPs 

No differences 

Q4 – Importance of green 
certification in next home purchase 

Mean = 3.4 
12% very important 
32% important 
46% neither/nor 

Mean = 3.5 
14% very important 
41% important 
33% neither/nor 

No differences 

Q16 – Agreement levels on 
materials vs. green attributes 

Wood = green, scarce, 
renewable and recyclable 

Wood = green, renewable, 
helps lower CO2 emissions 
and scarce 
Steel = durable 

Minneapolis residents agree more with the 
following statements: wood is green (5.5 vs. 4.9), 
wood is renewable (5.8 vs. 5.2), wood can be 
recycled (6.0 vs. 5.5) and wood is a durable 
building material (5.7 vs. 5.2) than other metro 
regions.  

Q17 – Agreement levels on 
materials vs. green attributes 

 Concrete = low energy costs   

Q18 – Main complaint about 
homes  

Energy costs (3.9) 
Not up to green stand. (3.6) 
Too cold/warm (3.3) 

Energy costs (4.2) 
Not up to green stand. (3.9) 
Too cold/warm (3.7) 

No differences 
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Question - Topic NEW YORK Rest of the US Comments 
Q1 – R&R and homebuying 
intentions 

50% R&R past 2 y 
24% plan R&R next y 

51% R&R past 2 y 
21% plan R&R next y 

No differences 

Q2 – Room where most R&R 
expenses are made 

28% Other 
24% Kitchen 
16% Bathroom 

31% Other 
23% Kitchen 
18% Bathroom 

No differences 

Q3 – Most credible info sources Physical examples (4.1) 
Neighbours/relatives (3.8) 
Internet/websites (3.7) 

Physical examples (4.5) 
Neighbours/relatives (4.2) 
Home center staff (4.0) 

Phone/in-person solicitation has more impact in 
New York than in the rest of the US (2.5 vs. 2.0).  

Q5 – Deck (y/n) 58% have decks 40% have decks More decks in New York 
Q6 – Current decking material 38% treated lumber 

21% wood plastic  
17% cedar redwood 

55% treated lumber 
16% cedar redwood 
9% wood plastic 

No differences 

Q7 – Next decking material 31% wood plastic 
31% don’t know  
14% treated lumber 

39% wood plastic 
21% treated lumber 
21% don’t know 

No differences 

Q8 – Importance of decking 
attributes 

Strength (6.4) 
Durability (6.3) 
Appearance (6.0) 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.4) 
Comfortable (6.0) 

Easy installation (4.8 vs. 5.4) and quietness (4.5 
vs. 5.2) were rated lower in New York than in the 
rest of the US. 

Q9 – Current floor material 44% wood + basement 
24% slab 
12% wood + crawl 

37% slab 
29% wood + basement 
22% wood + crawl 

More wood + basement and less slabs than the 
rest of the US.  

Q10 – Next floor material 42% wood + basement 
30% don’t know 
14% slab 

39% wood + basement 
28% slab 
21% don’t know 

No differences 

Q11 – Importance of floor 
attributes 

Strength (6.4) 
Durability (6.1) 
Low energy bills (6.0) 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.4)* 
Low energy bills (6.3)*29 

Low energy bills (6.0 vs. 6.4) and quietness (5.3 
vs. 5.9) were rated lower in New York than in the 
rest of the US.  

                                                      
29 ‘*’ indicates results are identical from a statistical standpoint. 
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Q12 – Concrete performance vis-à-
vis floor attributes 

Strength (5.5) 
Durability (5.4) 
Price (5.0) 

Strength (5.8) 
Durability (5.7) 
Price (5.2) 

The performance of concrete floors on the ‘low 
energy bills’ attribute was rated lower in New 
York than the rest of the US (4.0 vs. 4.5).  

Q13 – Wood performance vis-à-vis 
floor attributes  

Comfort to walk/sit (5.3) 
Strength (5.3) 
 

Ability to repair (5.6) 
Comfort to walk/sit (5.5) 

The performance of wood floors on ‘ability to 
repair’ was rated lower in New York than the rest 
of the US (5.2 vs. 5.6). 

Q14 – Current wall material 48% wood 
28% don’t know 

53% wood 
22% don’t know 

No differences 

Q15 – Next wall material 32% don’t know 
22% lumber 
12% ICFs, 6% SIPs 

30% don’t know 
22% lumber 
10% ICFs, 9% SIPs 

No differences 

Q4 – Importance of green 
certification in next home purchase 

Mean = 3.1 
4% very important 
38% important 
38% neither/nor 

Mean = 3.5 
14% very important 
41% important 
33% neither/nor 

Green certification is less valued in New York 
than in the rest of the country.  

Q16 – Agreement levels on 
materials vs. green attributes 

Wood = green Wood = green, renewable, 
helps lower CO2 emissions 
and scarce 
Steel = durable 

No differences 

Q17 – Agreement levels on 
materials vs. green attributes 

 Concrete = low energy costs   

Q18 – Main complaint about 
homes  

Energy costs (4.3) 
Not up to green stand. (3.7) 
Too cold/warm (3.7) 

Energy costs (4.2) 
Not up to green stand. (3.9) 
Too cold/warm (3.7) 

No differences 
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Question - Topic ORLANDO Rest of the US Comments 
Q1 – R&R and homebuying 
intentions 

56% R&R past 2 y 
16% plan R&R next y 

51% R&R past 2 y 
21% plan R&R next y 

No differences 

Q2 – Room where most R&R 
expenses are made 

36% Other 
25% Bathroom 
21% Kitchen 

31% Other 
23% Kitchen 
18% Bathroom 

No differences 

Q3 – Most credible info sources Physical examples (4.6) 
TV/DIY network (4.1) 
Neighbours/relatives (4.0) 

Physical examples (4.5) 
Neighbours/relatives (4.2) 
Home center staff (4.0) 

No differences 

Q5 – Deck (y/n) 26% have decks 40% have decks Fewer decks in Orlando 
Q6 – Current decking material 39% treated lumber 

15% concrete 
15% other 

55% treated lumber 
16% cedar redwood 
9% wood plastic 

Close to 1/7 of respondents indicated their decks 
were built in concrete. Less treated lumber used. 
No wood plastic used.  

Q7 – Next decking material 46% treated lumber 
31% wood plastic 
16% don’t know 

39% wood plastic 
21% treated lumber 
21% don’t know 

Treated lumber will be used more in Orlando than 
elsewhere in the US. 

Q8 – Importance of decking 
attributes 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.4) 
Comfortable (6.1) 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.4) 
Comfortable (6.0) 

No differences 

Q9 – Current floor material 60% slab 
16% wood + crawl 
10% wood + basement 

37% slab 
29% wood + basement 
22% wood + crawl 

More slab and less basements in Orlando.  

Q10 – Next floor material 50% slab 
22% don’t know 
16% wood + basement 

39% wood + basement 
28% slab 
21% don’t know 

More slab and less basements in Orlando. 

Q11 – Importance of floor 
attributes 

Strength (6.6) 
Low energy bills (6.4) 
Durability (6.3) 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.4)* 
Low energy bills (6.3)*30 

Warm in winter (5.3 vs. 5.9) is less important in 
Orlando than in the rest of the US.  

                                                      
30 ‘*’ indicates results are identical from a statistical standpoint. 
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Q12 – Concrete performance vis-à-
vis floor attributes 

Strength (5.9) 
Durability (5.7) 
Price (5.3) 

Strength (5.8) 
Durability (5.7) 
Price (5.2) 

Concrete floors performed better on warm in 
winter (4.9 vs. 4.1), environmental friendliness 
(5.0 vs. 4.6), low energy bills (5.0 vs. 4.4), 
comfortable to walk/sit (4.5 vs. 3.9) and ability to 
repair (4.6 vs. 3.6).  

Q13 – Wood performance vis-à-vis 
floor attributes  

Ability to repair (5.4) 
Price (5.2) 
Comfort to walk/sit (5.2) 

Ability to repair (5.6) 
Comfort to walk/sit (5.5) 

No differences 

Q14 – Current wall material 42% concrete blocks 
26% wood 

53% wood 
22% don’t know 

More blocks, less wood. 

Q15 – Next wall material 28% concrete blocks 
28% don’t know 
12% lumber 

30% don’t know 
22% lumber 
10% ICFs, 9% SIPs 

More blocks, less wood. 

Q4 – Importance of green 
certification in next home purchase 

Mean = 3.5 
12% very important 
44% important 
34% neither/nor 

Mean = 3.5 
14% very important 
41% important 
33% neither/nor 

No differences 

Q16 – Agreement levels on 
materials vs. green attributes 

Wood = green and scarce Wood = green, renewable, 
helps lower CO2 emissions 
and scarce 
Steel = durable 

No differences 

Q17 – Agreement levels on 
materials vs. green attributes 

Concrete = low energy costs Concrete = low energy costs   

Q18 – Main complaint about 
homes  

Energy costs (3.7) 
Not up to green stand. (3.5) 
Too cold/warm (3.4) 

Energy costs (4.2) 
Not up to green stand. (3.9) 
Too cold/warm (3.7) 

Fewer complaints for ‘house is too noisy from 
sounds outside’ in Florida than the rest of the US 
(2.4 vs. 3.0).  
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Question - Topic PHILADELPHIA Rest of the US Comments 
Q1 – R&R and homebuying 
intentions 

64% R&R past 2 y 
28% plan R&R next y 

51% R&R past 2 y 
21% plan R&R next y 

More R&R activity in Philadelphia than in the 
rest of the country. Less homebuying activity.  

Q2 – Room where most R&R 
expenses are made 

34% Other 
31% Kitchen 
16% Bathroom 

31% Other 
23% Kitchen 
18% Bathroom 

No differences 

Q3 – Most credible info sources Physical examples (4.5) 
Neighbours/relatives (4.0) 
TV/DIY network (3.8) 

Physical examples (4.5) 
Neighbours/relatives (4.2) 
Home center staff (4.0) 

No differences 

Q5 – Deck (y/n) 46% have decks 40% have decks No differences 
Q6 – Current decking material 61% treated lumber 

17% cedar redwood 
13% wood plastic 

55% treated lumber 
16% cedar redwood 
9% wood plastic 

No differences 

Q7 – Next decking material 52% wood plastic 
30% don’t know 
9% cedar redwood 

37% wood plastic 
21% treated lumber 
21% don’t know 

No differences 

Q8 – Importance of decking 
attributes 

Durability (6.5) 
Strength (6.4) 
Appearance (6.1) 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.4) 
Comfortable (6.0) 

No differences 

Q9 – Current floor material 52% wood + basement 
24% wood + crawl  
16% slab 

39% slab 
28% wood + basement 
22% wood + crawl 

More wood + basement. Less slabs. 

Q10 – Next floor material 62% wood + basement 
30% don’t know 

39% wood + basement 
28% slab 
21% don’t know 

More wood + basement. Less slabs. 

Q11 – Importance of floor 
attributes 

Strength (6.6) 
Low energy bills (6.5) 
Durability (6.5)* 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.4)* 
Low energy bills (6.3)*31 

Environmental friendliness (5.9 vs. 5.3) is more 
important in Philadelphia than the rest of the US.  

                                                      
31 ‘*’ indicates results are identical from a statistical standpoint. 
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Q12 – Concrete performance vis-à-
vis floor attributes 

Strength (5.8) 
Durability (5.76) 
Price (5.3) 

Strength (5.8) 
Durability (5.7) 
Price (5.2) 

No differences 

Q13 – Wood performance vis-à-vis 
floor attributes  

Ability to repair (5.5) 
Strength (5.4) 

Ability to repair (5.6) 
Comfort to walk/sit (5.5) 

No differences 

Q14 – Current wall material 48% wood 
22% don’t know 

53% wood 
22% don’t know 

No differences 

Q15 – Next wall material 38% don’t know 
16% lumber 
6% ICFs, 14% SIPs 

30% don’t know 
22% lumber 
10% ICFs, 9% SIPs 

No differences 

Q4 – Importance of green 
certification in next home purchase 

Mean = 3.8 
18% very important 
56% important 
20% neither/nor 

Mean = 3.5 
14% very important 
41% important 
33% neither/nor 

Green certification more important in 
Philadelphia than the rest of the US.  

Q16 – Agreement levels on 
materials vs. green attributes 

Wood = green, scarce 
 
Steel = recycle-able 

Wood = green, renewable, 
helps lower CO2 emissions 
and scarce 
Steel = durable 

No differences 

Q17 – Agreement levels on 
materials vs. green attributes 

 Concrete = low energy costs   

Q18 – Main complaint about 
homes  

Energy costs (4.8) 
Not up to green stand. (4.3) 
Too cold/warm (4.3) 

Energy costs (4.2) 
Not up to green stand. (3.9) 
Too cold/warm (3.7) 

Energy costs (4.8 vs. 4.2) 
Too cold/warm (4.3 vs. 3.7) 
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Question - Topic PHOENIX Rest of the US Comments 
Q1 – R&R and homebuying 
intentions 

64% R&R past 2 y 
6% plan R&R next y 

51% R&R past 2 y 
21% plan R&R next y 

Phoenix residents did more R&R than the rest of 
the US. Little R&R planned for next year.  

Q2 – Room where most R&R 
expenses are made 

41% Other 
19% Kitchen 
19% Bathroom 

31% Other 
23% Kitchen 
18% Bathroom 

No differences 

Q3 – Most credible info sources Physical examples (4.4) 
Home center staff (4.3) 
Neighbours/relatives (3.9) 

Physical examples (4.5) 
Neighbours/relatives (4.2) 
Home center staff (4.0) 

No differences 

Q5 – Deck (y/n) 22% have decks 40% have decks Fewer decks in Phoenix 
Q6 – Current decking material 64% treated lumber 

27% cedar redwood 
9% concrete 

55% treated lumber 
16% cedar redwood 
9% wood plastic 

No differences 

Q7 – Next decking material 55% treated lumber 
18% wood plastic 
18% cedar redwood 

39% wood plastic 
21% treated lumber 
21% don’t know 

No differences 

Q8 – Importance of decking 
attributes 

Strength (6.4) 
Durability (6.2) 
Comfortable (6.1) 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.4) 
Comfortable (6.0) 

No differences 

Q9 – Current floor material 66% slab 
18% wood + basement 
10% wood + crawl 

37% slab 
29% wood + basement 
22% wood + crawl 

More slabs. Less wood.  

Q10 – Next floor material 48% slab 
32% wood + basement 
12% don’t know 

39% wood + basement 
28% slab 
21% don’t know 

More slabs. Less wood. 

Q11 – Importance of floor 
attributes 

Durability (6.5) 
Strength (6.4) 
Low energy bills (6.2) 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.4)* 
Low energy bills (6.3)*32 

Warm in winter (5.3 vs. 5.9) is less important in 
Phoenix than elsewhere in the US. 

                                                      
32 ‘*’ indicates results are identical from a statistical standpoint. 
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Q12 – Concrete performance vis-à-
vis floor attributes 

Strength (5.9) 
Durability (5.7) 
Price (5.3) 

Strength (5.8) 
Durability (5.7) 
Price (5.2) 

No differences 

Q13 – Wood performance vis-à-vis 
floor attributes  

Comfort to walk/sit (5.3) 
Ability to repair (5.3) 

Ability to repair (5.6) 
Comfort to walk/sit (5.5) 

No differences 

Q14 – Current wall material 50% wood 
22% blocks 

52% wood 
23% don’t know 

No differences 

Q15 – Next wall material 24% lumber 
22% don’t know 
16% blocks 

30% don’t know 
22% lumber 
10% ICFs, 9% SIPs 

No differences 

Q4 – Importance of green 
certification in next home purchase 

Mean = 3.5 
16% very important 
38% important 
34% neither/nor 

Mean = 3.5 
14% very important 
41% important 
33% neither/nor 

No differences 

Q16 – Agreement levels on 
materials vs. green attributes 

Wood = scarce Wood = green, renewable, 
helps lower CO2 emissions 
and scarce 
Steel = durable 

Concrete can be recycled had lower agreement 
levels in Phoenix than elsewhere in the US (3.7 
vs. 4.4).  

Q17 – Agreement levels on 
materials vs. green attributes 

 Concrete = low energy costs   

Q18 – Main complaint about 
homes  

Energy costs (4.4) 
Not up to green stand. (3.9) 
Too cold/warm (3.8) 

Energy costs (4.2) 
Not up to green stand. (3.9) 
Too cold/warm (3.7) 

Floor softness (1.6 vs. 2.2) is less prevalent in 
Phoenix than in the rest of the US.  
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Question - Topic SAN FRANCISCO Rest of the US Comments 
Q1 – R&R and homebuying 
intentions 

54% R&R past 2 y 
20% plan R&R next y 

51% R&R past 2 y 
21% plan R&R next y 

No differences 

Q2 – Room where most R&R 
expenses are made 

30% Other 
26% Kitchen 
22% Bathroom 

31% Other 
23% Kitchen 
18% Bathroom 

No differences 

Q3 – Most credible info sources Neighbours/relatives (4.3) 
Physical examples (4.2) 
Internet/websites (3.7) 

Physical examples (4.5) 
Neighbours/relatives (4.2) 
Home center staff (4.0) 

Home center staff (3.4 vs. 4.0) has less influence 
in San Francisco than elsewhere in the US.  

Q5 – Deck (y/n) 48% have decks 40% have decks No differences  
Q6 – Current decking material 33% treated lumber 

21% cedar redwood 
17% wood plastic 

55% treated lumber 
16% cedar redwood 
9% wood plastic 

No differences  

Q7 – Next decking material 50% wood plastic 
25% don’t know 
13% treated lumber 

39% wood plastic 
21% treated lumber 
21% don’t know 

No differences  

Q8 – Importance of decking 
attributes 

Durability (6.8) 
Strength (6.7) 
Comfortable (6.0) 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.4) 
Comfortable (6.0) 

Durability (6.8 vs. 6.3) is more important in San 
Francisco than in the rest of the US.  

Q9 – Current floor material 44% wood + crawl  
18% slab 
16% wood + basement 

37% slab 
29% wood + basement 
22% wood + crawl 

More crawl spaces. Less basements and slabs. 

Q10 – Next floor material 38% don’t know  
28% wood + basement 
18% wood + crawl 

39% wood + basement 
28% slab 
21% don’t know 

Less slabs and basements. More crawl spaces. 

Q11 – Importance of floor 
attributes 

Strength (6.7) 
Durability (6.7) 
Low energy bills (6.5) 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.4)* 
Low energy bills (6.3)*33 

Floor durability (6.7 vs. 6.4) is more important in 
San Francisco than in the rest of the US. 

                                                      
33 ‘*’ indicates results are identical from a statistical standpoint. 
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Q12 – Concrete performance vis-à-
vis floor attributes 

Durability (5.5) 
Strength (5.3) 
Quietness (5.2) 

Strength (5.8) 
Durability (5.7) 
Price (5.2) 

Concrete floor received lower performance scores 
for price (4.5 vs. 5.2), environmental friendliness 
(4.1 vs. 4.6), low energy bills (4.0 vs. 4.5), 
comfortable to walk/sit (3.3 vs. 4.0), ability to 
repair (2.9 vs. 3.7) and strength (5.3 vs. 5.9). 

Q13 – Wood performance vis-à-vis 
floor attributes  

Ability to repair (5.6) 
Comfort to walk/sit (5.5) 

Ability to repair (5.6) 
Comfort to walk/sit (5.5) 

No differences 

Q14 – Current wall material 50% wood 
30% don’t know 

53% wood 
22% don’t know 

No differences 

Q15 – Next wall material 30% don’t know 
22% lumber 
10% ICFs, 10% SIPs 

30% don’t know 
22% lumber 
9% ICFs, 9% SIPs 

No differences 

Q4 – Importance of green 
certification in next home purchase 

Mean = 3.4 
12% very important 
42% important 
32% neither/nor 

Mean = 3.5 
14% very important 
41% important 
33% neither/nor 

No differences 

Q16 – Agreement levels on 
materials vs. green attributes 

Wood = renewable 
 
 
Steel = durable 

Wood = green, renewable, 
helps lower CO2 emissions 
and scarce 
Steel = durable 

Concrete = low energy costs (3.9 vs. 4.9) 
Steel = low energy costs (4.1 vs. 4.7) 
 

Q17 – Agreement levels on 
materials vs. green attributes 

 Concrete = low energy costs   

Q18 – Main complaint about 
homes  

Energy costs (3.8) 
Not up to green stand. (3.7) 
Too cold/warm (3.4) 

Energy costs (4.2) 
Not up to green stand. (3.9) 
Too cold/warm (3.7) 

Crooked walls (2.1 vs. 2.7) and floors too hard 
(1.8 vs. 2.6) are less important problems in San 
Francisco than in the rest of the US.  
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Question - Topic SEATTLE Rest of the US Comments 
Q1 – R&R and homebuying 
intentions 

62% R&R past 2 y 
22% plan R&R next y 

51% R&R past 2 y 
21% plan R&R next y 

No differences 

Q2 – Room where most R&R 
expenses are made 

23% Other 
23% Kitchen 
19% Bathroom 

31% Other 
23% Kitchen 
18% Bathroom 

No differences 

Q3 – Most credible info sources Physical examples (4.7) 
Neighbours/relatives (4.2) 
Home center staff (3.7) 

Physical examples (4.5) 
Neighbours/relatives (4.2) 
Home center staff (4.0) 

Seattle residents are less influenced by company 
mailouts (2.6 vs. 3.1) and internet discussion 
forums (2.1 vs. 2.6) than the rest of the country. 

Q5 – Deck (y/n) 48% have decks 40% have decks No differences 
Q6 – Current decking material 42% treated lumber 

21% other untreated wood 
21% cedar redwood 

55% treated lumber 
16% cedar redwood 
9% wood plastic 

Lots of untreated lumber used in Seattle. Wood 
plastic is similar to rest of US (13% vs. 9%).  

Q7 – Next decking material 38% wood plastic 
21% treated lumber 
21% cedar redwood 

39% wood plastic 
21% treated lumber 
21% don’t know 

No differences 

Q8 – Importance of decking 
attributes 

Strength (6.4) 
Durability (6.4) 
Comfortable (6.0) 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.4) 
Comfortable (6.0) 

Price is less important in Seattle (5.3 vs. 5.9) than 
in the rest of the US.  

Q9 – Current floor material 42% wood + crawl 
26% wood + basement 
26% slab 

37% slab 
29% wood + basement 
22% wood + crawl 

More crawl spaces and less slabs than the rest of 
the US.  

Q10 – Next floor material 40% wood + basement 
24% don’t know 
20% slab 

39% wood + basement 
28% slab 
21% don’t know 

No differences 

Q11 – Importance of floor 
attributes 

Strength (6.5) 
Low energy bills (6.4) 
Durability (6.3) 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.4)* 
Low energy bills (6.3)*34 

No differences 

                                                      
34 ‘*’ indicates results are identical from a statistical standpoint. 
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Q12 – Concrete performance vis-à-
vis floor attributes 

Strength (5.8) 
Durability (5.4) 
Price (4.8) 

Strength (5.8) 
Durability (5.7) 
Price (5.2) 

The performance of concrete floors on low 
energy bills (4.0 vs. 4.5) and comfortable to 
walk/sit (3.4 vs. 4.0) is lesser than in the rest of 
the US.  

Q13 – Wood performance vis-à-vis 
floor attributes  

Ability to repair (5.8) 
Strength (5.8) 

Ability to repair (5.6) 
Comfort to walk/sit (5.5) 

Wood floors are seen to perform better on warm 
in winter (5.5 vs. 5.1), low energy bills (5.3 vs. 
4.8) and strength (5.8 vs. 5.3) in Seattle than in 
the rest of the US.  

Q14 – Current wall material 66% wood 
14% don’t know 

53% wood 
22% don’t know 

No differences 

Q15 – Next wall material 44% lumber 
26% don’t know 
2% ICFs, 14% SIPs 

30% don’t know 
22% lumber 
10% ICFs, 9% SIPs 

Twice as much lumber to be used in next walls.  

Q4 – Importance of green 
certification in next home purchase 

Mean = 3.6 
14% very important 
46% important 
32% neither/nor 

Mean = 3.5 
14% very important 
41% important 
33% neither/nor 

No differences 

Q16 – Agreement levels on 
materials vs. green attributes 

Wood = green, scarce, 
renewable and recyclable 

Wood = green, renewable, 
helps lower CO2 emissions 
and scarce 
Steel = durable 

Wood is scarce (4.4 vs. 4.9), steel is green (3.9 
vs. 4.4) and steel is durable (5.6 vs. 6.0) had 
lower agreement levels in Seattle than elsewhere.  

Q17 – Agreement levels on 
materials vs. green attributes 

 Concrete = low energy costs   

Q18 – Main complaint about 
homes  

Energy costs (4.0) 
Not up to green stand. (3.9) 
Noisy floors (3.4) 

Energy costs (4.2) 
Not up to green stand. (3.9) 
Too cold/warm (3.7) 

House is noisy (2.4 vs. 3.0), floor is too soft (1.7 
vs. 2.2) and floor is too hard (1.9 vs. 2.6) had 
lower scores than elsewhere in the US.  
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Question - Topic TAMPA Rest of the US Comments 
Q1 – R&R and homebuying 
intentions 

48% R&R past 2 y 
22% plan R&R next y 

51% R&R past 2 y 
21% plan R&R next y 

No differences 

Q2 – Room where most R&R 
expenses are made 

42% Other 
25% Kitchen 
17% Bathroom 

31% Other 
23% Kitchen 
18% Bathroom 

No differences 

Q3 – Most credible info sources Physical examples (4.5) 
Neighbours/relatives (3.9) 
Home center staff (3.9) 

Physical examples (4.5) 
Neighbours/relatives (4.2) 
Home center staff (4.0) 

No differences 

Q5 – Deck (y/n) 24% have decks 41% have decks Fewer decks in Tampa 
Q6 – Current decking material 75% treated lumber 

17% cedar redwood 
8% wood plastic 

55% treated lumber 
16% cedar redwood 
9% wood plastic 

No differences 

Q7 – Next decking material 42% wood plastic 
17% concrete 
17% other 

39% wood plastic 
21% treated lumber 
21% don’t know 

More concrete in Tampa.  

Q8 – Importance of decking 
attributes 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.4) 
Comfortable (6.3) 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.4) 
Comfortable (6.0) 

No differences 

Q9 – Current floor material 62% slab 
16% wood + basement 
14% wood + crawl 

37% slab 
29% wood + basement 
22% wood + crawl 

Much more slab construction in Tampa compared 
to the rest of the US.  

Q10 – Next floor material 48% slab 
22% wood + basement 
20% don’t know 

39% wood + basement 
28% slab 
21% don’t know 

Much more slabs to be built in Tampa compared 
to the rest of the US. Fewer basements.  

Q11 – Importance of floor 
attributes 

Strength (6.4) 
Durability (6.4) 
Low energy bills (6.3) 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.4)* 
Low energy bills (6.3)*35 

No differences 

                                                      
35 ‘*’ indicates results are identical from a statistical standpoint. 
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Q12 – Concrete performance vis-à-
vis floor attributes 

Strength (6.0) 
Durability (5.9) 
Price (5.4) 

Strength (5.8) 
Durability (5.7) 
Price (5.2) 

No differences 

Q13 – Wood performance vis-à-vis 
floor attributes  

Ability to repair (5.7) 
Comfort to walk/sit (5.4) 

Ability to repair (5.6) 
Comfort to walk/sit (5.5) 

The performance of wood floors is lower on ‘low 
energy bills’ (4.5 vs. 4.9) than in the rest of the 
US.  

Q14 – Current wall material 48% blocks 
34% wood 

53% wood 
22% don’t know 

More blocks. Less wood. 

Q15 – Next wall material 30% don’t know 
22% blocks 
16% lumber 

30% don’t know 
23% lumber 
10% ICFs, 9% SIPs 

More blocks. 

Q4 – Importance of green 
certification in next home purchase 

Mean = 3.5 
16% very important 
34% important 
38% neither/nor 

Mean = 3.5 
14% very important 
41% important 
33% neither/nor 

No differences 

Q16 – Agreement levels on 
materials vs. green attributes 

Wood = scarce and renewable 
 
 

Wood = green, renewable, 
helps lower CO2 emissions 
and scarce 
Steel = durable 

Steel is scarce (3.4 vs. 4.0) and wood is durable 
(4.8 vs. 5.2) had lower agreement levels than 
elsewhere in the US.  

Q17 – Agreement levels on 
materials vs. green attributes 

Concrete = low energy costs 
and durable 

Concrete = low energy costs   

Q18 – Main complaint about 
homes  

Energy costs (4.2) 
Not up to green stand. (4.1) 
Too cold/warm (3.5) 

Energy costs (4.2) 
Not up to green stand. (3.9) 
Too cold/warm (3.7) 

Noisy floors (2.4 vs. 3.1) are a problem of lesser 
importance in Tampa than elsewhere in the US. 
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Question - Topic WASHINGTON Rest of the US Comments 
Q1 – R&R and homebuying 
intentions 

54% R&R past 2 y 
20% plan R&R next y 

51% R&R past 2 y 
21% plan R&R next y 

No differences 

Q2 – Room where most R&R 
expenses are made 

30% Other 
19% Bathroom 
19% Basement 

31% Other 
24% Kitchen 
18% Bathroom 

No differences 

Q3 – Most credible info sources Physical examples (4.4) 
Neighbours/relatives (4.0) 
Home center staff (4.0) 

Physical examples (4.5) 
Neighbours/relatives (4.2) 
Home center staff (4.0) 

Internet/discussion forums (3.3 vs. 2.6) 
Technical support/customer service (3.8 vs. 3.2) 

Q5 – Deck (y/n) 46% have decks 40% have decks No differences 
Q6 – Current decking material 57% treated lumber 

13% cedar redwood 
13% wood plastic 

56% treated lumber 
16% cedar redwood 
9% wood plastic 

No differences 

Q7 – Next decking material 65% wood plastic 
17% don’t know 

39% wood plastic 
21% treated lumber 
21% don’t know 

No differences 

Q8 – Importance of decking 
attributes 

Strength (6.6) 
Durability (6.4) 
Comfortable (6.2) 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.4) 
Comfortable (6.0) 

Other attributes (5.6 vs. 3.6) 

Q9 – Current floor material 60% wood + basement 
26% slab 
8% don’t know 

37% slab 
29% wood + basement 
23% wood + crawl 

More basements and less slabs in Washington. 
Less crawl spaces.  

Q10 – Next floor material 52% wood + basement 
22% slab 
18% don’t know 

39% wood + basement 
28% slab 
21% don’t know 

No differences 

Q11 – Importance of floor 
attributes 

Strength (6.7) 
Durability (6.5) 
Low energy bills (6.5) 

Strength (6.5) 
Durability (6.4)* 
Low energy bills (6.3)*36 

Warm in winter (6.3 vs. 5.9) and comfortable to 
walk/sit (6.3 vs. 5.9) received higher scores in 
Washington than elsewhere in the US.  

                                                      
36 ‘*’ indicates results are identical from a statistical standpoint. 
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Q12 – Concrete performance vis-à-
vis floor attributes 

Strength (5.9) 
Durability (5.3) 
Price (4.9) 

Strength (5.8) 
Durability (5.7) 
Price (5.2) 

Warm in winter (3.6 vs. 4.2), low energy bills 
(4.0 vs. 4.5), quietness (4.5 vs. 4.9) and durability 
(5.3 vs. 5.7) all received low scores compared to 
the rest of the country.  

Q13 – Wood performance vis-à-vis 
floor attributes  

Ability to repair (5.9) 
Comfort to walk/sit (5.7) 

Ability to repair (5.6) 
Comfort to walk/sit (5.5) 

No differences 

Q14 – Current wall material 48% wood 
24% don’t know 

52% wood 
22% don’t know 

No differences 

Q15 – Next wall material 28% don’t know 
18% lumber 
8% ICFs, 12% SIPs 

30% don’t know 
22% lumber 
10% ICFs, 9% SIPs 

No differences 

Q4 – Importance of green 
certification in next home purchase 

Mean = 3.7 
16% very important 
44% important 
32% neither/nor 

Mean = 3.5 
14% very important 
41% important 
33% neither/nor 

No differences 

Q16 – Agreement levels on 
materials vs. green attributes 

Wood = green and renewable Wood = green, renewable, 
helps lower CO2 emissions 
and scarce 
Steel = durable 

No differences 

Q17 – Agreement levels on 
materials vs. green attributes 

 Concrete = low energy costs   

Q18 – Main complaint about 
homes  

Energy costs (4.2) 
Not up to green stand. (3.9) 
Too cold/warm (3.8) 

Energy costs (4.2) 
Not up to green stand. (3.9) 
Too cold/warm (3.7) 

No differences 

 
 
 
 


